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Evolutionary Structural Testing uses Evolutionary
Algorithms (EA) to search for specific test data
that provide high structural coverage of the
software under test.
A necessary characteristic of evolutionary
structural testing is that the fitness function is
constructed on the basis of the software under
test. The fitness function itself is not of interest
for the problem; however, a well-constructed
fitness function may substantially increase the
chance of finding a solution and reaching higher
coverage. Better guidance of the search can result
in optimizations with less iterations, therefore
leading to savings in resource expenditure.
This paper presents research results on suggested
modifications to the fitness function leading to the
improvement of evolutionary testability by
achieving higher coverage with less resources. A
set of problems and their respective solutions are
discussed.

� ������������

Evolutionary testing designates the use of metaheuristic
search methods for test case generation. The input domain
of the test object forms the search space in which one
searches for test data that fulfil the respective test goal.
Due to the non-linearity of software (if-statements, loops,
etc.), the conversion of test problems into optimization
tasks mostly results in complex, discontinuous, and non-
linear search spaces. The use of neighborhood search
methods such as hill climbing are therefore not
recommended. Instead, metaheuristic search methods are
employed, e.g. evolutionary algorithms, simulated
annealing or tabu search. In this work, evolutionary
algorithms are utilized to generate test data, since their
robustness and suitability for the solution of different test
tasks has been proven in previous work. e.g. [19] and [17].

The only prerequisites for the application of Evolutionary
Tests (ET) are an executable test object and its interface
specification. In addition, for the automation of structural
testing, the source code of the test object must be available
to enable its instrumentation.

� � ��!��������������������
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Evolutionary algorithms represent a class of adaptive
search techniques and procedures based on the processes
of natural genetics and Darwin’s theory of biological
evolution. They are characterized by an iterative procedure
and work in parallel on a number of potential solutions for
a population of individuals. Permissible solution values for
the variables of the optimization problem are encoded in
each individual. An overview of evolutionary algorithms is
presented in Figure 1 and a detailed description can be
found in [20] and [12].

The fitness value is a numerical value that expresses the
performance of an individual with regard to the current
optimum so that different individuals can be compared.
Usually a spread of solutions exists ranging in fitness from
very poor to good. The notion of fitness is fundamental to
the application of evolutionary algorithms; the degree of
success in their application may depend critically on the
definition of a fitness that changes neither too rapidly nor
too slowly with the design parameters of the optimization
problem. The fitness function must guarantee that
individuals can be differentiated according to their
suitability for solving the optimization problem.
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Figure 1: Overview of a typical procedure for evolutionary
algorithms

Our experiments used a population of 300 individuals split
into 6 subpopulations of 50 individuals. In order to
combine multiple strategies, migration was introduced to
permit an exchange of the best individuals between
subpopulations at regular intervals. The subpopulations
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also compete with each other. Strong ones receive more
individuals, the others diminish in size. Details of the
evolutionary settings are described in [20].

� ( �))#���������������*����������%

In order to automate software tests with the aid of evolu-
tionary algorithms, the test goal itself must be transformed
into an optimization task. This necessitates a numeric
representation of the test goal, from which a suitable
fitness function for evaluation of the test data generated
may be derived. Different fitness functions emerge for test
data evaluation according to which test goal is pursued.
For structural testing, fitness functions may be based on a
computation for each individual that indicates its distance
from the desired program predicate execution [19] and
[17]. For example, if a branching condition ������ needs
to be evaluated as ���	, then the fitness function may be
defined as 
���
 (the fitness values are minimized).

Each individual within the population represents a test
datum with which the test object is executed. For each test
datum the execution is monitored, and the fitness value for
the corresponding individual determined. It is important to
ensure the test data generated are in the input domain of
the test object.

( �����������������������������

Structural testing is widespread in industrial practice and
stipulated in many software development standards, e.g.
[22], [23], [24], and [25]. The execution of all statements
(��	�	�� ���	���	), all branches (������� ���	���	), or
all conditions with the logical values ���	 and ����	
(��������� ���	���	) are common test aims. The aim of
applying Evolutionary Testing to structural testing is the
generation of a quantity of test data, leading to the best
possible coverage of the respective structural test criterion.

Whereas all previous work from other authors has concen-
trated on single selected structural test criteria (��	�	�-,
������-, �������� and ����	�), DaimlerChrysler
Research has generated a test environment to support all
common control-flow and data-flow oriented test methods
[20]. For this purpose, the structural test criteria are
divided into four categories, depending on control-flow
graph and required test purpose:

• node-oriented methods,
• path-oriented methods,
• node-path-oriented methods, and
• node-node-oriented methods.

The separation of the test into partial aims and the defini-
tion of fitness functions for partial aims are performed in
the same manner for each category. Each partial aim
represents a program structure that requires execution in
order to achieve full coverage of the selected structural test
criterion, i.e. each single statement represents a partial aim
when using statement coverage criterion. For the
Evolutionary Test, the test therefore has to be divided into

partial aims. These depend on the specified structural test
criteria. Identification of partial aims is based on the
control-flow graph of the program under test.

As mentioned previously, the definition of a fitness func-
tion that represents the test aim accurately, and supports
the guidance of the search, is conditional to the successful
application of Evolutionary Tests. In order to define the
fitness function, this research builds upon previous work
dealing with branching conditions (among others [17], [8],
and [18]). These are extended in [20] by introducing the
idea of an approximation level. A more detailed definition
of approximation level for node-oriented and path-oriented
methods is provided in sections 2.1 and 2.2. These are the
basis for the remaining node-path-oriented and node-node-
oriented methods and, for this reason, the last two methods
are not further discussed here.

( � ����+��������

Node-oriented methods require the attainment of specific
nodes in the control-flow graph. The ��	�	��	� as well
as the different variants of the ��������� 	� may be
classified in this category. As regards condition testing
([10] and [2]), a special case applies for the fulfillment of
the respective test criterion. In addition to the branch
nodes, the necessary logical value allocations for the
atomic predicates in the conditions must also be attained.

For node-oriented methods, partial aims result from the
nodes of the control-flow graph. The objective of the
Evolutionary Test is to find a test data set that executes
every desired node of the control-flow graph. For the
��	�	��	�, all nodes need to be considered; for the dif-
ferent variations of the ��������� 	�, only the branching
nodes are relevant. Condition testing also requires the
predicates of the branching conditions to be evaluated. In
the case of the �����	� ��������� 	�, for example, the
evaluation of each of the atomic predicates must be
inventoried to represent ���	 and ����	 partial aims. In the
case of the ������	� ��������� 	�, all combinations of
logical values for the atomic predicates form independent
partial aims.

In node-oriented methods, the fulfillment of a partial aim
is independent of the path executed in the control-flow
graph. This has been taken into account by our fitness
function. The fitness functions of the partial aims consist
of two components. In addition to the calculation of the
distance in the branching nodes; which specifies how far
away an individual is from fulfilling the respective
branching condition (compare [17], [8], and [18]); an
approximation level is introduced as an additional element
for the fitness evaluation of individuals:

Fitness = AL  +  DIST
AL: approximation level (natural numbers)
DIST: normalized local condition distance

(value range 0..1)

The approximation level enables the comparison of
individuals that miss the partial aim in different branching
nodes (details in [20] and [1]). It indicates how close the
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executed path is, as compared to the required partial aim.
This extension enables different paths through the
program, to the desired partial aim, to be treated equally
with respect to the fitness evaluation. Unlike previous
work, it is unnecessary to select a specific path to a distinct
node through the control-flow graph. In this approach,
only the execution of the specific node is of relevance. The
higher the attained level of approximation the better the
fitness of the individual. This extends the idea stated in
[17], where a small fixed value was added to the calculated
distance for every executed node belonging to a path that
leads to the target node. Therefore, individuals closer to
the target node receive a higher fitness value as compared
to those that branch away earlier.

( ( )��&+��������

Path-oriented methods require the execution of certain
paths in the control-flow graph. All variations of ����	���
from the �	���	������ 	� [6] to �����		��������	���	
[7], belong to this category. Therefore all paths through the
control-flow graph, necessary to fulfil the chosen structural
test criterion, are determined and identified as partial aims.

Establishing fitness functions for path-oriented test
methods is much simpler than for node-oriented methods
because the execution of a certain path through the control-
flow graph forms the partial aim for the Evolutionary Test.
Corresponding to the node-oriented methods, the fitness
function for path-oriented methods consists of two
components: approximation level and distance calculation.

The covered program path is compared to the program
path specified as a partial aim in such a way that the length
of the identical initial path section reflects the
approximation level (compare [9]), and the last non-fitting
condition is used for distance evaluation.

, �')��"��%��&������������������

In Evolutionary Structural Testing, the fitness function is
constructed on the basis of the software tested. The
function itself is not of interest for the problem, the only
goal is to find a test datum that fits a test criterion. A well-
constructed function can:

• considerably increase the chance of finding the
solution and reach a better coverage of the software
under test and

• result in a better guidance of the search and thus in
optimizations with less iterations.

Other work on designing fitness functions and the results
of the optimization process can be found in [8]; this
investigates the use of various distance functions.
Hamming distance, reciprocal function and their influence
on optimization performance are discussed. In [8], a
decision was made in favor of the Hamming distance
because the authors used genetic algorithms with a bit
representation of all parameters in their approach.
Evolutionary algorithms are used with integer and floating

point representations and their corresponding mutation and
recombination operators. For this reason Hamming
distance is not investigated in this paper.

Modifying the distance function of branch conditions is
only one possible mechanism for modifying the fitness
function. In the following sections it is argued that more
general alterations to the fitness function may lead to better
results in Evolutionary Testing. This results in a higher
chance of finding the solution or a better performance of
the optimization process in general.

Evolutionary testing has been successfully used for
complex functions (e.g. shown in [20]). The optimization
problem often relies on some details, for this reason the
authors present very simple examples for the discussion.

, � ��')��������������������������
!����&��

In the general solution proposed, the test object is
instrumented in such a way that the semantics of the
software under test is not changed by the added code.
Special care is taken regarding side effects that might
occur during the execution of branch conditions if short
circuit evaluation is implemented by the compiler. To keep
side effects unchanged, the fitness function should only
take into account the results of the executed parts of the
condition. This leads to a problem with optimization
performance and, at worst, to a low chance of successful
optimization. Example 1 presents an extreme situation in
which the solution of an input, which evaluates the
condition as ���	, can only be found by optimizing the test
data for the atomic conditions one after the other.

if(a==0 && b==0 && c==0 && e==0 && f==0)
{ /* ex 1 - to be executed */ }

Example 1: Composed condition and its problem with short
circuit evaluation

There is a very low probability of coming across a solution
by chance which fits all of these atomic conditions. When
executing this example code, only the first parts of the
condition are evaluated until one atomic condition is
evaluated as ����	. Whenever an individual is found that
fits one more atomic condition, the probability of finding a
solution which also fits the next one decreases
considerably. This is due to the fact that a better solution
must be found by not changing those input parameter
values that correspond to these first condition parts. The
number of input parameters that should not be changed
increases with each atomic condition that is executed in the
desired way. The same problem occurs with nested ����	��
	��	 structures. Consequently, a better fitness function
should be introduced which could compensate for this
behavior. Resolution of this issue for nested ����	��	��	
structures will now be discussed. As this example shows, a
better guidance of the search takes into account all parts of
the composed condition. This facilitates the optimization
of individuals for all atomic conditions at the same time.
The function is constructed by the summation of all atomic
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condition distances. This increases the chance of more
effective mutations and achieves a well-performing
recombination.

For this, the test object has to be changed to enable
evaluation of all atomic conditions for every test execution
so that no short-circuit evaluation is performed. This is not
a problem for side-effect-free conditions when an
instrumentation code is added in front of the �����	�	�.
If the test object does not allow this due to side effects, the
removal of these side effects by program transformation as
shown in [5] may improve evolutionary testability.

No side effects are present in Example 1. A fitness
function built upon the distances of all atomic conditions
fundamentally increases the chance of finding the right
solution as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Optimization progress of the standard and improved
fitness function

The fitness values of two test runs using the standard and
improved fitness functions are displayed over the number
of generations. The improved fitness function for complex
conditions performs very well. It found a solution already
after approximately 130 generations. However, using the
standard fitness function, building only upon the evaluated
atomic conditions, no individual was found within 1000
generations that achieved the partial aim.

Nested ����	��	��	� structures may lead to the same
behavior as the composed conditions. For nested ����	��
	��	� structures, shown in Example 2, the optimization is
guided by the nested ������������. Static program analysis
may identify the presence (or absence) of side effects. The
knowledge of data dependencies makes it possible to pre-
calculate where the value of a condition is fixed. In this
case, the evaluation of conditions of inner� �����	�	��
may be performed earlier in the program under test in
order to achieve the same improvements as described in
Example 1.

If (a==0) {
If (b==0) {

If (c==0) {
.../* ex1 */

Example 2: Code example for nested �����	�	��

A calculation of all conditions may be performed prior to
the first �����	�	�. With this change of the fitness
function, a search for a test datum that executes the
statement 	�� performs much better than a search with the
fitness function solely on the basis of the executed

program parts, since all conditions to be fulfilled are taken
into account.

, ( ����)����������*��&���#��)�����������

The fitness function that is used to optimize a test datum to
execute a certain target node, as described in [11], takes
control flow dependencies into account. These are all the
branches of a program that lead to a part of the program
from which the target node can no longer be reached, as
shown in Figure 3. Loops have no special handling in this
approach; this means that the evolutionary search of an
input to traverse a target node within a loop has no
guidance. Jones et al. [8] avoid this problem by unrolling
the loop in the control-flow-graph for the fitness
evaluation only.

7DUJHW Node

Figure 3: Target node with control dependencies

If the target node is inside a loop, every iteration produces
another chance for traversing the target node as long as the
loop is not exited. Missing the target node in one iteration
has no effect on the fitness using control dependencies.
Experiments showed that this hampers Evolutionary
Testing efforts; since guidance to test data, resulting in a
loop iteration where the execution is closer to the target
node than others, is lacking. In many cases, this leads to a
random search with a very low chance of finding a
solution if the search space is large. Example 3 illustrates
the problem.

for (idx=1;idx<=10;idx++)
{/* .... inner-pre-code ... */
if (a==0) {

if (b==0) {
{ /* Target Node – execute this*/ }

 /* .... inner-post-code .... */
}

Example 3: Dependencies in loops

In this simple example there is neither control dependence
in the ��	���������	��the ���	����	����	, nor in the ���	��
�������	. Only one branch has a control dependence for
the selected target node; that is constructed by the loop
header. This branch is executed when the counter ��� is
greater than 10. A fitness function building upon this
information has no guidance to the target node; it gives the
same poor fitness for all solutions that do not execute the
target node. The search is therefore arbitrary since the
search is not directed towards the execution of the target
node.

A human tester would simply recognize additional
information built by the nested ����	� structure. This
structure leads however, to no control dependence. This is
due to the fact that if the target node in one iteration is
missed, another chance presents itself in the next iteration.
The solution proposed in this paper is to add dependencies
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of one loop iteration to the fitness function. Whilst
monitoring the execution of the test object, we can observe
this information on all iterations and calculate a fitness
from it. This may essentially improve the chance of
finding a solution as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Optimization progress with regard to the control
dependencies

 	������ ������� �	�	��	���	� can be calculated by
analyzing the control flow of one loop iteration. This leads
to a set of branches that may miss the target node in a loop
iteration. The approximation levels are also calculated for
the additional branches.  	��������������	�	��	���	� are
identified with the algorithm for control dependencies after
removing the backward branches of a loop. The algorithm
to distinguish control dependencies can be found in [16]
(backward dominance).

7DUJHW 1RGH
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7DUJHW�1RGH
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QH[W�LWHUDWLRQ

QH[W�LWHUDWLRQ

Figure 5: Control flow graph with �	��������������	�	��	���	�

The figure shows the results for one example. The loop
exit and backward branches have been highlighted in the
left graph of Figure 5. In this example the target node is
iteration-control-dependent from the two nodes where the
backward branches begin as shown in the right graph.

When comparing the two fitness curves in Figure 4 one
notices that, although the standard fitness function
calculates a relatively good value from the beginning,
whereas the other is relatively poor. This is because the
standard fitness function is based on the local distance in
!�������. This is not sufficiently meaningful for the target
node and leads to stagnation. In contrast the improved
fitness function also takes the conditions of both backward
branches into account. Both fitness functions use the same
evaluation principle, however the evaluations are carried
out in different nodes.

The method used to estimate the backward branches for
unstructured loops is not defined but first experiments
using this approach are promising.

, , '�������%�)��&���"���%�

The approach of applying evolutionary algorithms to path
coverage cited in various publications ([9] and [18]) is to
calculate the fitness of an individual by estimating the
length of the first matching part of the target path and the
actual executed path. This leads to a search where the
solution is optimized for the branching conditions of the
path in a stepwise manner. For example, when a solution is
found for the first condition in the path, the next condition
is considered. The poor behavior of an optimization, such
as this, has been described previously in section 3.1.

A fitness function is introduced in which the length of all
identical path sections is used as approximation level. This
evaluation method is advantageous in that an individual
diverging from the target path at the beginning, but
covering the desired path towards the end, obtains a
similarly high fitness value as compared to an individual
covering the specified target path at the beginning, but
diverging from it towards the end. The combination of two
such individuals (recombination) may lead to a considera-
bly better individual. In Figure 6 for instance, the
execution of the first individual (covering the six nodes 1,
3, 4, 5, 7, and 8 on the target path), will obtain a high
approximation level if all identical path sections are
considered for the fitness evaluation. If only the first
matching path section is measured, the second individual
(covering five nodes 1, 2, 3, 4, and 7) will obtain a higher
approximation level than the first one.
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Figure 6: Execution of two individuals for a path-oriented test
goal

The optimization goal is the gray path. Two possible
execution paths have been highlighted. Example 4
illustrates the target path by 	��, 	�" and 	�#.

if (a==0) /* ex 1 */ ;
if (b==0) /* ex 2 */;

else /* .... */;
if (c==0) /* ex 3*/ ;

else return;
Example 4: Source code for path-oriented tests

Using the improved fitness function the optimization
performs better in finding an input for the requested path
that matches sub-paths because it always takes all
conditions of the path into account. In contrast to this,
other approaches, as described in many publications,
optimize the solution condition by condition. The results
are displayed in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Optimization progress of path optimization

, - ���������������������)��&���������
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For node-oriented test methods fitness evaluation is based
on control dependencies of the target node.� Measuring
fitness is based on the point at which a control dependent
node is evaluated incorrectly. An approximation level at
this point is used to decide the closeness of the executed
path to the target node.

A fitness evaluation was implemented that utilizes an
approach level and a local condition distance.
Approximation levels are calculated for all the nodes of a
program that have a control dependence for the currently
selected test goal. The control flow graph is examined for
all possible execution orders of these special nodes. Based
on this information, approximation levels are assigned. A
more detailed description of approximation levels can be
found in [20] and [1].

We were able to observe that in some instances the
procedure of assigning the approximation levels, which
lead to a well performing fitness function, was more
complicated than just checking the execution order. This is
further highlighted in Example 5.

/* pre-code */
switch (a)
{

case 1:
if ( cond_1 ) return;
if ( cond_2 ) break;
/* ... some code .... */

case 2:
/* ... some code ... */
if ( cond_3 ) break;
return;

}
/* TARGET NODE */

Example 5: Source code template to assign the approximation
levels

Example 5 has three paths that do not execute the target
node:

• path through "1 � 2 � return",
• "1� 2 � 3 � 4 � 5 � return" and
• "1 � 4 � 5 � return"

The open question for designing the fitness function is the
closeness of the branching node 2 to the target node, which
can be compared in Figure 8.

1
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UHWXUQ
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Figure 8: Control flow graph of Example 5

Node 5 gets the best approximation level since it leads
directly to the target node if the branching condition is
evaluated in the desired way. However, can node 2 achieve
the same approximation level since one direct path to the
target node exists? Or should this node obtain a different
approximation level since another path leading to " 5 Å
return" exists? These two possibilities in assigning
approximation levels to nodes will considerably alter the
respective fitness function in the neighborhood of a
solution that executes the target node. This may influence
the performance of the search.

The above algorithms have been implemented on these
two possible approximation level allocations in our
structural test system. In this paper, they are called
"optimistic" and "pessimistic" approximation levels since
the level of node 2 is assigned on the basis of the direct
path to the target node (optimistic), or to the path that
misses the target node (pessimistic).

In order to check the behavior and performance of
"optimistic" and "pessimistic" approximation levels,
Example 5 has been tested in three versions with different
conditions which can be seen in Example 6.

Version 1
cond_1: b>0 && b<4
cond_2: c>0 && c<10
cond_3: a == 1 && b==0 && c==0 && d==0

Version 2
cond_1: b==0
cond_2: c==2 && d==2
cond_3: b==0 && c==0 && d==0

Version 3
cond_1: b>0
cond_2: c==0 && d==0
cond_3: a==1 && b==0 && c==0

Example 6: Versions for "optimistic" and "pessimistic"
approximation levels
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Figure 9: Optimization progress for the three different versions

The chosen expressions change the feasibility and chance
of executing the different paths to the target node. As the
figure shows, this leads to a different behavior of the
fitness function based on �������� versus �	��������
approximation levels. For version 3 no solution was found
in the test. This is caused by no guidance of the search to
execute the path which evaluates condition 2 to ���	. The
authors suggest also using node 3 for fitness evaluation.
Further research has to be done on this area, since from
this point it cannot be decided which function should be
used in general, or which analysis methods may identify
the best performing fitness function. Another possibility is
to use multi objective optimization, but this is not of the
scope of this paper.

, . �����%������)�����/������

For structural tests using EA, a test preparation module
generates test driver code that maps the variable vector of
the EA to parameters of the program under test. This was
first introduced by [9]. Mapping can be designed for data
structures, arrays and even for dynamic data structures e.g.
lists and trees,

Support for dynamic arrays and lists has been implemented
in our structural test system. Tests have shown that
research on coding these structures is needed. This is
because for a program under test, it is not only necessary
to find special values in the correct sequences, but also to
order them correctly. Finding the correct order with
standard EA operators may be very difficult as the
following example shows. Example 7 converts an input
string of ten characters into a weekday.

// computation of day, month, year
// in a loop over the characters

If (year==1752) {
if (month=9 && day>13)
  // handling of special dates..
}

Example 7: Source code illustrating sequence problem

The optimization tends to the solution string “9.9.1752”.
This achieves a good fitness since the correct year and
month are found and the day is close to the 13th. To obtain
better results the EA should be able to insert characters. A
new coding of array parameters is introduced, enabling the
EA to move the elements of a sequence easily.

This paper argues that other EA operators may not be used
because variable vectors often consist of sequences of
more than one variable (e.g. arrays of structures), as well
as other parameters that are not part of the sequence. It was
therefore decided not to use scheduling operators because
of the possible mixture of variable types.

With the introduction of an additional array which is used
to encode the order of the elements, the scheduling
problem was mapped back into a parameter optimization.
Appending an ordering array to the interface of a test
object may be performed automatically within test driver
generation whenever a sequence type is detected.

The additional coding array transforms the search space.
Despite the increase in the input dimensions, the search
problem is more easily solved by EA. This is due to the
additional dimensions that introduce more solutions to the
problem. Following the introduction of coding, the
performance of the test system improved, whereas
previously a solution would have been generated simply
by chance when the optimization initially generated some
special test data. Figure 10 displays the results.
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Figure 10: optimization progress

A real example of optimization of a sequence is shown in
Table 1. Rows represent different individuals found during
the optimization process. The last row displays one
solution which is a string with a date of year 1752 in
September after the 13th. The gray cells highlight the
changes to the previous individual.

Character code Ordering code Resulting string

. 1 1 5 . 7 2 6 7 1 3 1 5 6 1 5 6 9 2 6 1 . 7 . 1 7 5 2

. 1 1 5 . 7 2 3 8 2 3 1 6 5 1 5 6 8 2 6 1 . 8 . 1 7 5 2

. 1 6 5 . 7 2 6 9 1 3 1 6 5 1 5 6 8 2 6 6 . 9 . 1 7 5 2

. 1 6 5 . 7 2 6 9 1 3 1 6 5 1 5 6 8 2 0 1 6 . 9 . 1 7 5 2
Table 1: The optimization process in detail; an overview of

optimization steps (the best individuals are shown)

Results showed that additional coding may be of assistance
for sequences in which the order is important.
Consecutively, the values of an array must be optimized.
This solution was tested and proved successful in
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operation. Special EA operators for scheduling would also
perform well if they were able to handle:

• order and parameter optimization at the same time
and

• order optimization of sequence elements consisting
of structures.

Further work needs to be carried out on complex structure
coding, e.g. trees, where the order and the tree structure
have to optimized. An example of this is when a partial
aim is only executed when a special position in the tree
holds a particular value.

- ����#�����

The aim of this work is to enhance the construction of
fitness functions in order to improve evolutionary
testability by obtaining higher coverage with less
resources.

The reason for the failure of an optimization is often
difficult to analyze since the search space is usually very
large and contains many dimensions. Therefore,
visualization of optimization progress is problematic.
Different problems and their various solutions have been
discussed in this paper.

Poor optimization performance due to composed
conditions, nested �����	�	��, and plausible improve-
ment by the avoidance of short circuit evaluation have
been discussed. This paper introduces fitness functions
with an improved behavior for optimizing test data for
target nodes in loops. An alternative method of calculating
the fitness value for path coverage including its results on
the optimization process is presented. Additionally,
problems with approximation levels used to evaluate the
closeness of an executed path to a target node are
discussed. A search space transformation is introduced
which uses a new coding of sequential input parameters.

Future work aims at further improvements to the
evolutionary structural test. The idea of solving
optimizations problems for difficult conditions as
described in [3] is promising. The ��������� ��������
introduced in the aforementioned paper may be used as
problem transformation.

Further research has to be carried out in the areas presented
when using ET for testing modules on a higher system
level with sub modules and internal states.

Unstructured loops and loops with flags need more general
transformation if the described approach cannot solve the
optimization task. In this case a complete change of the
program under test may be useful if it assists the discovery
of test data for higher coverage of the original program.
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Abstract

Genetic Programming (GP) has recently
been applied to solve problems in several ar-
eas. It has the goal of inducing programs
from test cases by using the concepts of Dar-
win's evolution theory. On the other hand,
software testing, that is a fundamental and
expensive activity for software quality assur-
ance, has the objective of generating test
cases from the program being tested. In this
sense, a symmetry between induction of pro-
grams based on GP and testing is noticed.
Based on such symmetry, this work presents
GPTesT, a testing tool based on GP. Fault-
based testing criteria generally derive test
data using a set of mutant operators to pro-
duce alternatives that di�er from the pro-
gram under testing by a simple modi�cation.
GPtesT uses a set of alternatives genetically
derived, which allow the test of interactions
between faults. GPTesT implements two test
procedures respectively for guiding the selec-
tion and evaluation of test data sets. Ex-
amples with these procedures show that the
approach can be used as a testing criterion.

1 INTRODUCTION

The use of software products in most areas of human
activities has generated a growing interest in software
quality assurance. Software Engineering techniques
and tools were proposed with the goal of increasing
the quality of the software being developed. In this
context, the software testing activity has gained im-
portance during the last decade and is considered fun-
damental.

In the literature, there are three groups of testing tech-

niques proposed to reveal a great number of faults
with minimal e�ort and costs: 1) functional technique:
uses functional speci�cation of a program to derive test
cases; 2) structural technique: derives test cases based
on paths in the control ow graph of the program; 3)
fault-based technique: derives test cases to show the
presence or absence of typical faults in a program.

These techniques are generally associated to the test-
ing criteria. A criterion is a predicate to be satis�ed to
consider the testing activity ended, that is, to consider
a program tested enough [16, 25]. It helps the tester
in two major tasks: test case selection and test case
evaluation.

Fault-based criteria consider that most programmers
do their programs very similar to the correct program,
according to a speci�cation. This fact is known as
\competent programmer hypothesis [8]". When the
users test a program, they use the correct program that
they have in mind, and if the program P being tested
is not correct, there is a set of alternatives for P that
can include at least one correct program. The fault-
based criteria explore the use of alternatives for testing
P [8, 9, 14, 20]. In most cases, the alternative program
di�ers from P by a simple syntactic modi�cation, that
is, only a fault at a time is introduced. They assume
that complex faults are detected by analyzing simpler
faults, this assumption is named "coupling e�ect" [8,
22].

Some works [9, 14] assume only necessary conditions
for discovering faults; that is, to reveal a fault is neces-
sary to produce only an intermediate di�erent state in
the program and in its alternative, after the modi�ed
statement. This is assumed because determining suÆ-
cient conditions, which are the conditions to produce
di�erent �nal states, is undecidable (task related to the
term coincidental correctness [3]). However, Morell[20]
points out that these assumptions ignore the global
e�ect of faults or interactions of modi�cations in the
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program.

Genetic Programming (GP) is a �eld of the called Evo-

lutionary Computation. The term was popularized by
Koza in 1992 [15]. The goal is to use the concepts of
Darwin's evolution theory [6] for computer program
induction. The concepts are usually applied by ge-
netic operators such as: selection, crossover, mutation
and reproduction. During the last decade, GP has re-

ceived signi�cant attention and been used to solve a
large number of problems, mainly in Arti�cial Intelli-
gence and Engineering Areas [1].

Some authors mention that there is a symmetry be-
tween the testing activity and the induction of pro-
grams [2, 3, 28]. In this sense, testing is an activity
that generates test cases from a program being tested,
and GP is a technique that generates programs from
test cases.

Based on such symmetry, this work describes GPTesT
tool, that supports a GP-based test approach. The al-
ternatives are generated using GP and can di�er from
P by more than simple modi�cations. GPTesT guides
the tester in two tasks: selection and evaluation of
test cases. It allows the test of C programs and uses
Chameleon [26], a GP tool. The paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 shows aspects related to GP and the
Chameleon tool. Section 3 presents a review about the
test activity. Section 4 describes GPTesT and Section
5 illustrates the mentioned test procedures. Finally,
Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 ABOUT CHAMELEON

Genetic Programming (GP) was introduced by John
Koza [15], based on the idea of Genetic Algorithms
presented by John Holland [13]. Instead of a popula-
tion of beings, GP works with a population of com-
puter programs. The goal of the GP algorithm is to
naturally select the program that better solves a given
problem, through recombination of "genes",. A special
heuristic function called �tness is used to guide the al-
gorithm in the process of selecting individuals. This
function receives a program and returns a number that
shows how close this individual is to the desired solu-
tion. First, an initial population of computer programs
is randomly generated (Generation 0). After that, the
GP algorithm enters a loop that is ideally executed
until a desired solution is found.

In this paper, the tool Chameleon [26] illustrates the
use of GP for software testing. Chameleon imple-
ments a grammar-oriented approach and evolves C
programs. It represents the programs using grammar-
based derivation trees.

Through the evolution process, genetic operators re-
combine programs by making modi�cations directly
on their derivation trees. In reproduction, no change

is made: the individual is simply replicated to the next
generation. It is equivalent to the asexual reproduction
of beings. Mutation is the addition of a new segment
of code to a randomly selected point of the program.

Crossover is the operator that truly performs recom-

bination of computer programs. This operation takes
two parents to generate two o�spring. A random point
of crossover is selected on each parent and the sub-
trees below these points are exchanged. It is equivalent
to the sexual reproduction of beings. When grammars
are used, the crossover operator is restricted and only
allows the exchange of tree branches that have been
generated using the same production rule.

To execute Chameleon, the user needs to provide the
grammar correspondent to the problem to be solved
and an initial con�guration I of parameters. The pa-
rameters are related to the genetic operations as mu-
tation and crossover rates; to the number of runs and
size of population; to the derivation tree; and to the
name of a �le that contains a set T of test cases. These
test cases are used to calculate the �tness value of each
individual. The number of runs is used to end the pro-
cess. The individual (or program) with better �tness
value is selected. The selection can also be random.

Figure 1 shows an example with the initial con�gu-
ration I of parameters, including the grammar, for
language C, adopted to the problem of calculating
the common minimum multiple of two given numbers
(cmm problem). Chameleon �nds, among other, the
solution presented in Figure 2.

3 ABOUT TESTING

The main goal of testing is to �nd an unrevealed fault
[21]. Hence, how to derive test cases for revealing as
many faults as possible is an important question. This
is because it is related to some factors such as eÆcacy,
costs, limitations to automate the testing activity, etc.
Other question to be considered is to known whether
a program has being tested enough or how to evaluate
a data test set T. These two questions, related to gen-
eration and evaluation of test cases, are discussed by
Rapps and Weyuker in [24].

In order to guide the testing activity and answer the
above questions, di�erent testing criteria were pro-
posed. They consider di�erent aspects to derive the
test data. Functional criteria use functional speci�-
cation of a program to derive test cases. Boundary
Value Analysis and Cause-E�ect Graphs [23] are ex-
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[begin]
[parameters]
population size=500
number of runs=10
tournament size = 10
maximum depth for initial random programs = 15
maximum depth during the run = 30
crossover rate = 90
mutation rate = 0
elitist = N
threshold = 0.01
[compiler]
cl -nologo -G6 -MT -Fepop.exe
[result-producing branch]
terminal set = {X,Y}
function set = {%, !=, *, /}
output variable = Z
[result-producing branch productions]
<code> -> <def> <prog> <result>
<def> -> float R = 1, A = X, B = Y;
<result> -> Z = (A<op>B) <op> <var>;
<prog> -> if (<expc>) {<prog1>} else {<atr>}
<prog1> -> do {<bloco>} while (<expc>);
<bloco> -> <exp>
<bloco> -> <bloco> <exp>
<exp> -> <var> = <var> <opm> <var>;
<exp> -> <var> = <var>;
<expc> -> <var> <opc> <cte>
<atr> -> <var> = <cte>;
<opm> -> %
<op> -> *
<op> -> /
<opc> -> !=
<var> -> X
<var> -> Y
<var> -> R
<cte> -> 0
[fitness cases]
source -> cmm.dat
[end]

Figure 1: Initial Con�guration for Chameleon

amples of functional criteria. Structural criteria derive
test cases based on paths in the control-ow graph of
the program. The best known structural criteria are
control-ow and data-ow based criteria [16, 24, 27].
Fault-based criteria derive test cases to show the pres-
ence or absence of typical faults in a program, con-
sidering common errors in the software development
process. The best known fault-based criterion is Mu-
tation Analysis [8].

This work focuses on fault-based testing, and the Mu-
tation Analysis criterion will be described in more de-
tail. It consists basically of generating mutant pro-
grams for the program P being tested. Mutation Anal-
ysis considers two assumptions [8]: 1) the hypothesis
of the competent programmer: \Programmers do their
programs very similar to the correct program"; 2) cou-

cmm (int X, int Y)
{

int A=X, B=Y, R=1;
if (Y!=0){
do {

R=Y;
Y=X%Y;
X=R;

} while (Y!=0)
}
else {
X=0;

}
return (A*B)/R;

}

Figure 2: A Possible Solution for the cmm Problem

pling e�ect: \Tests designed to reveal simple faults can
also reveal complex faults". It is also based on a set
of mutation operators. A mutant is represented by a
single mutation in the original program established by
a mutation operator.

All mutants are executed using a given input test case
set T. If a mutant M presents di�erent results from P,
it is said to be dead, otherwise, it is said to be alive.
In this case, either there are no test cases in T that
are capable to distinguish M from P, or M and P are
equivalent. To satisfy the criterion, we have to �nd
a test case set able to kill all non-equivalent mutants;
such a test case set T is considered adequate to test P.
Then, a mutant will be considered dead if its behav-
ior concerning a test case is di�erent from that of the
original program. The Mutation Score, obtained by
the relation between the number of mutants killed and
the total number of non-equivalent mutants generated,
allows the evaluation of the adequacy of the used test
case set. The number of equivalent mutants generated
is not determined automatically; it is obtained interac-
tively as an entry from the tester, since the equivalence
question is, in general, undecidable [5, 8].

In the literature, there are many testing tools. How-
ever, the complete automation of testing activity is
not possible due to many testing limitations: infeasi-
ble paths, equivalent mutants, etc. In general, there
is no algorithm to generate a test set that satis�es a
given criterion. It is not even possible to determine
if such set exists [12]. In spite of these limitations,
there are in the literature many works addressing test
data generation for satisfying testing criteria. Most re-
cent studies have been exploring Genetic Algorithms
[4, 17, 18, 19].

Proteum [10] and Mothra [7] are examples of testing
tools based on mutation testing. These tools gener-
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ate mutants by using mutation operators. Proteum
has a set of 71 mutation operators and supports test
of C programs. Mothra supports testing of Fortran

programs. Di�erent operators are, in general, de�ned
for di�erent programming languages and the mutants
di�er from the program being tested by a simple mod-
i�cation. Morell[20], however, points out that such
fact ignores the global e�ect of faults or interactions

of modi�cations in the program.

This work proposes the use of GP to derive the mu-
tants. This can produce alternatives that are very dif-
ferent from the original program and consequently can
test global e�ects of faults. These aspects are discussed
in the following section.

4 GPTesT

In this section we describe GPTesT (Genetic
Programming-based Testing Tool) implemented to
support GP based testing. It implements two test
procedures for selection and evaluation of test cases,
showing that the approach can be used in the same
way as a testing criterion, such as Mutation Analysis.

Figure 3 contains the Use Case Diagram for GPTesT.
Next, we present a brief description and purpose of
each use case and describe the main GPTesT func-
tionalities.

Alternatives

Execute P

Generate

Results

cases

tester

Chameleon

Execute
Alternatives

View

Set alternatives
status

Maintain test

Figure 3: GPTesT: Use Case Diagram

� Maintain test cases: this use case is related to dif-

ferent functions for test case maintenance. The
tester can add a new test case, delete or disable
an existent, as well, visualize the obtained out-

put after execution of the program P being tested.
GPTesT saves all the given test cases as part of
the testing session for P.

� Execute P: this use case executes P with all the
non-executed test cases and saves the obtained
output. The tester analyzes the output. If the
output is di�erent from the expected, a failure

occurred. In this case, the tester must correct P
and start a new testing session.

� Generate alternatives using Chameleon tool: this
use case runs the Chameleon tool with the con�g-
uration I, as illustrated in Section 2. The tester
gives I as entry. GPTesT selects the programs
generated by Chameleon to obtain the set A of
alternatives. This selection discards some anoma-
lous and equivalent programs that can be syntac-
tically determined.

� Set alternative status: each alternative has a sta-
tus. This status can be:

{ anomalous: the alternative has an anomalous
behavior such as division by zero, loop for-
ever, etc.

{ equivalent: the alternative computes the
same function of P, producing the same out-
puts that P produces for any input.

{ dead: the alternative has already produced
a di�erent output for a test case when com-
pared with P.

{ alive: the alternative has produced the same
output produced by P for all enabled test
cases.

After executing the alternatives, GPTesT auto-
matically updates the alternative status. How-
ever, the tester has to identify the equivalence of
programs and to set the status of an equivalent
alternative. As mentioned in Section 3, there is
no algorithm to determine whether two programs
compute the same function. This is an undecid-
able question and all fault-based testing tools have
this limitation.

� Execute the alternatives: this use case executes
all the alive alternatives from A with all the non-
executed test cases.

� View the results: this use case allows the tester to
visualize the alternatives and their status, the test
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cases and a testing score, similarly to other fault-
based testing tools and Proteum. To calculate the
score, GPTesT uses the following formula:

SM (P; T ) =
Ad(P; T )

A(P )�Ae(P )

where:

{ P : program being tested;

{ T : a test data set;

{ SM (P; T ): the coverage score;

{ Ad(P; T ): total number of dead alternatives;

{ A(P ): total number of alternatives;

{ Ae(P ): total number of equivalent alterna-
tives.

This initial version of GPTesT allows the unit test of
programs in C language. GPTesT, as well Chameleon,
are oriented to C functions, where only a C function is
tested at each time. All the results are saved in �les,
which are in a directory. To generate the executable
alternatives, GPTesT uses the compilation command
from I (Chameleon con�guration).

GPTesT was developed using the Uni�ed Modeling
Language (UML) and implemented in C++. Figure
4 presents the main class diagram for GPTesT. More
details about GPTesT implementation are in [11].

CSession

CTest

CCase CMutant

CCMutant CCoverage

Figure 4: GPTesT: Main Classes

According to some authors [16, 24], a testing criterion
or tool must support two testing procedures: selection
and evaluation of test cases. Next section illustrates
these procedures using GPTesT.

5 TEST PROCEDURES USING

GPTEST

5.1 Selection of Test Cases

To illustrate each step of the selection procedure, we
use the cmm program, whose source code is in Figure
5. This program prints the common minimum multiple
of two given numbers.

Suppose that the tester wants to test cmm, and does
not have any test case. GPTesT guides the tester in
the task of test case selection, using GP to perform
a fault-based testing. The tester takes the following
steps:

int cmm (int a, int b)

{

int A, B, r;

A = a;

B = b;

if (b!=0)

do {

r = A%B;

A = B;

B = r;

} while (r!=0);

else

a=0;

return (a*b)/A;

}

Figure 5: Source Code of cmm program

1. GPTesT initialization: gives initial information
for GPTesT summarized in Table 1.

Table 1: Initial Information to GPTesT

Section Name cmm

Source Code cmm.cpp

Initial Chameleon
Con�guration I illustrated in Section 2

2. Selection of alternatives: for cmm a set of 44 al-
ternatives were generated. Examples of these al-
ternatives are in Figure 6.

3. Generation of test cases to kill the alternatives:
to kill the alternative, the tester has to identify a
test case that produces an output that di�ers from
P output. Observe that the test case (a=2, b=4)
kills the alternative from Figure 6b. P produces
4 and the alternative produces a division by zero.
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cmm (int X, int Y) cmm (int X, int Y)
{ {

int A=X, B=Y, R=1; int A=X, B=Y, R=1;
if (X!=0){ if (Y!=0){
do { do {

R=R%R; Y=X%Y;
R=Y; X=Y
X=X%Y; R=X%R;
Y=X; } while (Y!=0)
X=R; }

} while (Y!=0) else {
} Y=0;
else { }
X=0; return (A*B)/R;

} }
return (A*B)/R;

}

a) b)

cmm (int X, int Y) cmm (int X, int Y)
{ {

int A=X, B=Y, R=1; int A=X, B=Y, R=1;
if (Y!=0){ if (R!=0){
do { do {

R=Y; Y=X%Y;
Y=X%Y; R=Y%R;
X=R; } while (Y!=0)

} while (Y!=0) }
} else {
else { X=0;
X=0; }

} return (A*B)/R;
return (A*B)/R; }

}

c) d)

Figure 6: Examples of generated alternatives

4. Execution of the programs: using the compila-
tion command of I and the test cases given by the
tester, GPTesT executes P and the set of alterna-
tives, producing results shown in Figure 7. The
results show how many alternatives are dead, alive
or equivalent and the score calculated. This �nal
score was obtained with a set of 6 test cases.

5. Addition of new test cases: now, the tester visual-
izes the alive alternatives and continues the gen-
eration of test cases, repeating Steps 3 and 4 until
all the non-equivalent alternatives are dead or the
desired score is obtained. During this step, the
tester manually identi�es the equivalent alterna-
tives. Figures 6c shows an example of equivalent
alternative, that is identi�ed by the tester.

Figure 8 presents the �nal status obtained for cmm. A
score equal to 1 shows that all non-equivalent alterna-
tives are dead using the test cases.

Total Number of Alternatives: 44
Anomalous Alternatives: 0
Live Alternatives: 3
Equivalent Alternatives: 0
Number of Test Cases: 6
Coverage Score: 0.931818

Figure 7: GPTesT Results

Total Number of Alternatives: 44
Anomalous Alternatives: 0

Number of Test Cases: 6
Coverage Score: 1

Live Alternatives: 0
Equivalent Alternatives: 3

Figure 8: Final status for program cmm

5.2 Evaluation of a test set

The tester also uses GPTesT for evaluation of a test set
T. Consider the program P, which prints the greatest
of its three inputs. There is a test set T for P, pre-
sented in Table 2. The tester desires to evaluate how
good T is. GPTesT helps it in this task. The tester
must follow the evaluation procedure described next.
Observe that its two �rst steps are the same steps as
the selection procedure.

1. GPTesT initialization.

2. Generation of alternatives.

3. Addition of all test cases from T.

4. Execution of P and of the alternatives using the
available test cases.

5. Determination of equivalent alternatives.

6. Analysis of the score for T. The �nal results for
T is in Figure 9

According to the tester's goals, T can be considered
good \enough" and the testing activity ends. The eval-
uation procedure is also used to compare two test cases
sets. For example, we can consider that the greater the
score the better the set.
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Test Case: 1)

Test Case: 3)

Test Case: 4)
Dead Alternatives: 0

Dead Alternatives: 2

Dead Alternatives: 99
Test Case: 2)
Dead Alternatives: 9

Test Case: 5)
Dead Alternatives: 0
Test Case: 6)
Dead Alternatives: 2
Execution Time: 00:01:08h

Anomalous Alternatives: 0
Total Number of Alternatives: 127

Live Alternatives: 15
Equivalent Alternatives: 0
Number of Test Cases: 6
Coverage Score: 0.88189

Figure 9: Status obtained for the test set T

When incorrect outputs of P are obtained, we have
to remove the fault and continue the procedure being
conducted. When we test a program, we usually follow
the two procedures. We can perform the evaluation
procedure with a functionally or randomly derived test
set T and after this, we start the selection procedure
on Step 3, to get the desired score.

Table 2: Test Case Set T

Number a b c

1) 0 1 2
2) 1 2 0
3) 1 0 2
4) 4 5 6
5) 5 6 4
6) 6 4 5

6 CONCLUSIONS

This work presented a framework, named GPTesT, to
support the use of Genetic Programming (GP) in the
software testing activity. GPTesT allows the use of a
new approach to fault-based testing.

The traditional approaches and tools are usually based
on mutation operators. An operator is used to gener-
ate an alternative program that di�ers from the pro-
gram under testing by a simple modi�cation. GPTesT
permits the alternative selection by using Chameleon,
a GP-based tool. The alternatives do not necessarily
di�er from the original program by only one modi-
�cation, and this permits to test interactions among
faults, and to reveal other kind of faults than those
reveled by the mutation operator approach.

The code of the program under testing is not used
to derive the alternatives. This is an advantage dur-
ing the maintenance phase. All alternatives continue
valid. The user decides whether other alternatives will
be generated. For the operator mutation approach and
structural testing criteria, all the required elements
must be generated again since they use the code to
establish the testing requirements.

This work presents examples, showing that GPTesT
supports two test procedures: test data set evaluation
and selection. These procedures are a basic require-
ment, supported by most testing and criteria tools.

In spite of GPTesT helps the test of C programs and
interacts with Chameleon, the GP approach imple-
mented by GPTesT is independent on the used lan-
guage. GPTesT implementation also permits future
extensions. A possible extension is to generate alterna-
tives using other GP tools that evolve programs writ-
ten in other languages or paradigms. We intend to
extend GPTesT to deal with Lisp programs.

Similar to other testing tools found in literature,
GPTesT has some limitations. This happens due to
the undecidibility related to the equivalence between
programs and to the generation of test cases. However,
in a future work we will extend GPTesT with mecha-
nisms to reduce these limitations. The mechanisms are
heuristics to determine equivalent alternatives and ge-

netic algorithms to automatically generate test cases,
helping the tester during the procedures exempli�ed
in this paper.
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Abstract

This paper reports experiments with au-

tomated software modularization and re-

modularization, using search-based algo-

rithms, the �tness functions of which are

derived from measures of module granular-

ity, cohesion and coupling. The paper in-

trodeuces a new representation and crossover

operator for this problem and reports initial

results based on simple component topolo-

gies.

1 INTRODUCTION

It is well established in the software engineering com-

munity that good modularization of software leads to

system which are easier to design, develop, test, main-

tain and evolve. Given a set of program components,

there are many ways in which the module boundaries

can be drawn, each of which corresponds to a di�er-

ent `modularization' of the software. The problem is

a graph partitioning problem, which is known to be

NP hard and therefore seems suited to a metaheuris-

tic search-based approach.

Macoridis et al. [15] showed that the problem of modu-

larizing software can be reformulated as a search prob-

lem. Initially, they used an exhaustive search and

hill climber [15], but later experimented with a sim-

ple genetic algorithm [4] to search the space of possi-

ble modularizations. Mitchell [16] provides a survey

of work on modularization together with experience

using exhaustive search, hill climbing and genetic al-

gorithms. Mitchell reports that exhaustive search be-

comes impractical for networks of more than 15 com-

ponents. He describes the Bunch [14] a modularization

tool which uses a hill climbing approach to implement

search based modularization. The Bunch tool uses hill

climbing, rather than a genetic algorithm, because it

was found that the hill climber produced more consis-

tently high quality results [16]. Mitchell indicates that

the genetic approach requires more work.

This paper attempts to further explore the applica-

tion of genetic algorithms to the problem, and makes

two modest contributions to the application of genetic

algorithms to the modularization problem.

� We introduce a new representation which allows

only one representation per modularization.

� We introduce a new crossover operator which at-

tempts to preserve building blocks.

In our work, we were principally concerned with the

problem of reverse engineering a system whose mod-

ularization has degraded as the system is maintained.

For such a system some components may no longer

be in suitable modules and re-modularization of the

system might be appropriate. The granularity of a

modularization is the number of modules it uses. Our

problem is therefore to search the space of possible

modularizations around the current granularity to see

if there exists a better allocation of components to

modules.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

describes the approach adopted to formulating modu-

larization as a search problem. Section 3 presents the

results of applying the genetic algorithm to example

modularization problems. Section 4 presents related

work and Section 6 concludes.

2 REPRESENTATION, FITNESS

AND OPERATORS

The starting point for the application of search-based

techniques to software engineering is the de�nition of a

suitable representation, �tness function and operators
1
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[7]. This section introduces a new representation for

the allocation of components to modules and a new

crossover operator. We also describe our approach to

the de�nition of the �tness function, as this di�ers

from that used in previous work [15, 4, 16].

2.1 REPRESENTATION

The �rst problem which presents itself when attempt-

ing to formulate a software engineering problem as a

search-based problem, is that of representation. In

the case of modularization there is a need to iden-

tify each possible way of modularizing a system in a

unique way so that there is only one representation per

modularization. Non-unique representations of mod-

ularizations arti�cially increase the search space size,

inhibiting search-based approaches to the problem.

The approach we adopted was to normalize the rep-

resentation in the following way: Modules are num-

bered, and elements allocated to module numbers us-

ing a simple look-up table. Component number one is

always allocated to module number one. All compo-

nents in the same module as component number one

are allocated to module number one. Next, the lowest

numbered component, n, not in module one, is allo-

cated to module number two. All components in the

same module as component number n are allocated to

module number two. This process is repeated, choos-

ing each lowest numbered unallocated component as

the de�ning element for the module.

This representation must be renormalized when com-

ponents move as the result of mutation and crossover,

but it has the signi�cant advantage that a particular

allocation of components to modules has but one single

representation.

2.2 FITNESS FUNCTION

Following Constantine and Yourdon [2], approaches to

modularization typically attempt to maximize cohe-

sion and minimize coupling in line with software en-

gineering principles which indicate that this leads to

good quality results. Constantine and Yourdon de-

�ned seven levels of coupling and seven levels of cohe-

sion. These seven levels of cohesion provide a qualita-

tive measure of a systems overall cohesion and cou-

pling. Unfortunately the levels are of little use as

an input to a �tness function as they are too sub-

jectively de�ned. Lakhotia [10] formalised the seven

levels within a dependency analysis framework. This

work allows the levels to form the input to a �tness

function. However, Lakhotia's measure would yield

only a seven point scale, resulting in a �tness land-

scape which would be coarse and would, therefore, be

inappropriate for a search-based solution.

In this paper cohesion and coupling will be measured

simply in terms of dependencies between the compo-

nents of a module. The module's components will be

assumed to be a set of procedures, functions and vari-

ables. Dependence arises between procedure (or func-

tion) p and procedure (or function) p0 i� p calls p0.

Similarly, a dependence (or association) arises between

a procedure (or function) p and variable v i� p reads

from or writes to v.

The problem of �nding good modularization is there-

fore a graph theoretic problem of �nding subgraphs

with the maximum connectivity (cohesion), with the

minimal association between subgraphs (coupling),

and for a desired number of identi�ed subgraphs (tar-

get granularity).

Cohesion for a network is measured as the average

number of associations per module with respect to the

maximum possible number of associations. More for-

mally, let A be a function from modules to the number

of associations within the module. Let N be a func-

tion from a module to the number of components in

the module and let K be the number of modules in

the network. The cohesion C(m), of a module m is

de�ned as follows:

C(m) =

(
1 if N(m) = 1

A(m)
N (m):(N (m)�1) otherwise

The cohesion of the system, S containing K modules

is de�ned as follows:

Cohesion(S) =

P
m2S

C(m)

K

This value is renormalized to a percentage (by multi-

plying by 100), so that 100% indicates that all compo-

nents are related to all others within their own module.

The coupling un�tness
1, of the system is expressed as

the total number of inter-module associations divided

by the total number possible for the network. Cou-

pling �tness is simply the inverse of coupling un�tness.

Once again this is renormalized to a percentage, where

100% indicates that there is no coupling between mod-

ules.

In order to capture the additional requirement that the

modularization produced has a granularity not too dis-

similar to the current granularity, a polynomial pun-

ishment factor was introduced into the �tness function,
1
recall that coupling is considered to be bad, so it is to

be minimized, hence `un�tness'.
2
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to reward solutions polynomially as they approach the

target value for granularity of the modularization.

The aim is to allow some deviation from the target

granularity, where this can allow dramatic improve-

ment in cohesion and coupling values for the overall

system, but to encourage the search to consider solu-

tions on and around the target granularity.

The granularity component of the �tness function is

calculated in terms of the actual granularity of the

modularization AG and the target granularity TG.

Once again this is normalized to a percentage, so that

100% represents the situation where the actual and

target values of granularity are identical. The value

of the actual granularity is allowed to range from 0

to twice the target granularity, which each of these

extreme values scoring zero �tness for the granularity

component of the �tness function.

The three �tness components: cohesion, coupling and

granularity are each given equally weight in computing

the overall �tness of the system.

2.3 CROSSOVER

To attempt to promote the formation, retention and

propagation of good building blocks [5, 23] within the

genetic algorithm, a crossover operator was de�ned

which attempts to preserve partial module allocations

from parents to children.

Rather than selecting an arbitrary point of crossover

within the two parents, an arbitrary parent is selected

and one of its arbitrarily chosen modules is copied to

the child. This results in a partial allocation of com-

ponents to modules in the child. The components al-

located are removed from both parents. This removal

can be thought of as a form of `pre-emptive repair' as it

prevents duplication of components in the child when

further modules are copied from one or other parent

to the child.

The process of selecting a module from a parent and

copying to the child is repeated and the components

copied are removed from both parents until the child

contains a complete allocation (that is, when both par-

ents have no modules left to copy).

This approach ensures that at least one (randomly cho-

sen) module from the parents is preserved (in entirety)

in the child, and that parts of other modules will also

be preserved.

A standard genetic algorithm was implemented with

single point crossover, to allow comparison with the

novel crossover operator.

Mutation was set to an unusually low value (after

crossover, an individual chromosome had only a 5%

chance of mutation). The population size was also rel-

atively low at 30 individuals, in keeping with prior

work [16]. This allows the possible e�ects of the

crossover operator to dominate our results, facilitat-

ing a comparison of the novel and standard crossover

techniques.

3 RESULTS

Figures 1 and 2, show the results of applying the two

genetic algorithms and hill climbing against a random

search baseline. The labellings are `Random' for the

random search, `HC' for the Random Mutation Hill

Climbing search, `GA' for the simple genetic algorithm

with standard single point crossover and `GA+' for the

genetic algorithm with the novel crossover operator.

Results are averaged over �ve separate runs for each

search algorithm to account for random e�ects.

The left hand section of the �gure shows the pa-

rameters for the problem and illustrates the com-

ponents and their associations, depicted in a man-

ner which suggests the `ideal' modularization (namely,

that which maximizes �tness).

The right-hand section of the �gure shows the corre-

sponding results for the three search-based algorithms,

together with random search (as a base-line perfor-

mance). The graphs plot average �tness (over �ve

runs) against generation number. Recall that �tness is

denoted by a percentage, where 100% is the maximum

�tness obtainable for a `perfect' modularization. A

perfect modularization has reached exact target gran-

ularity, no associations between modules and has ev-

ery component within a module related to every other

component. Such a perfect �tness may be prohibited

by the structure of the associations between compo-

nents and so 100% is not reached by any of the search

algorithms in some cases.

Figure 1 shows the behaviour of the search algorithms

when the target granularity is appropriate. That is,

the target granularity is set to the number of mod-

ules in the `ideal' modularization. Figure 2 shows the

behaviour when the target granularity is misleading.

3.1 APPROPRIATE TARGET

GRANULARITY

The results for these simple networks con�rm that

search-based algorithms outperform random search2

2
In the most simple problem (at the top of the �gure),

the genetic algorithm with the novel crossover technique is
3
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and that the gap between the search-based algorithms

and random search increases with the size of the prob-

lem.

As expected, GA+, the genetic algorithm with the

novel crossover operator outperforms the simple ge-

netic algorithm, GA, which uses a single point

crossover operator. However, the novel crossover

quickly becomes trapped by a local optimum.

For these simple networks, hill climbing outperforms

all other techniques. This is not surprising since

the genetic algorithms are focused upon the use of

crossover and allow very little mutation.

3.2 MISLEADING TARGET

GRANULARITY

The results for a selection of simple problems, where

the value of target granularity is set to a misleading

value were also collected and are depicted in Figure 2.

These results still show that the hill climber and simple

genetic algorithm out-perform random search and that

hill climbing is far superior, but they indicate a worse

performance for the GA+ search algorithm which em-

ploys the novel crossover technique. It is worth noting

that that GA+ still performs well where the modules

are very clearly de�ned by the associations (the third

case).

These results suggest that GA+ is more sensitive

to inappropriate choices of target granularity than

any of the other approaches. This sensitively can

be exploited, because it will suggest more radical re-

modularization for very badly degraded, heavily main-

tain software, where a complete repartitioning of the

system will produce better results than merely mov-

ing a few components between modules, or perhaps

adding or removing a module or two.

4 RELATED AND FUTURE WORK

The work reported here is most closely related to work

on the Bunch tool, by Macoridis et al. [15, 4, 16, 14],

who introduced the search-based approach to soft-

ware modularization. Macoridis et al. use a stan-

dard genetic algorithm with single point crossover and

a representation which allocates a module number to

each component. This representation has the draw-

back that it allows many representations of a single

modularization, for example the strings (1,1,2,1,2,3,3),

(3,3,1,3,1,2,2) and (2,2,3,2,3,2,2) all represent a mod-

ularization consisting of three modules, which places

worse than random, but in all other cases all search algo-

rithms are better than random.

components 1,2 and 4 in one module, components 3

and 5 in another module and which places components

6 and 7 in a third module.

The principal di�erence between our work and that of

Macoridis et al. lies in the novel crossover technique

and the instruction of a normalized representation for

the modularization problem.

A related problem of hierarchical decomposition of

software is considered by Lutz [13]. Lutz is concerned

with the problem of decomposition of software into hi-

erarchies at di�erent levels of abstraction, whereas the

present work is concerned with only a single level of

abstraction (the implementation level). Lutz therefore

considers designs rather than code. However, there is

no reason, in principle, why the approach adopted by

Lutz could not be also applied to the modularization

problem considered in the present paper.

The approach adopted by Lutz di�ers strongly from

the approach adopted in the present paper with regard

to the choice of �tness function. The �tness function

used by Lutz is based upon an information-theoretic

formulation inspired by Shannon [19]. The function

awards high �tness scores to hierarchies which can

be expressed most simply (in information theoretic

terms), with the aim of rewarding the more `under-

standable' designs. Such a �tness function is possibly

more semantic than the comparatively structural ap-

proaches adopted in the present paper and in the work

of Macoridis et al. More work is required to compare

the results produced by these two approaches.

Other work on software re-modularization has adopted

analytical solutions based upon formal concept analy-

sis and clustering metrics [9, 21, 11] and sets of heuris-

tic rules [18]. More work is required to assess the

comparative performance of these non search-based

approaches with the search-based strategy introduced

here.

Some metrics for coupling and cohesion [20, 17, 1, 8]

have attempted to give a more `continuous' real-valued

quantitative metric based on a variety of criteria, de-

rived from program slicing [3, 22, 6]. Using these met-

rics, it is possible to allocate weights to associations

between components. This would allow the search to

be more attuned to the relative impact of a particular

association between modules. This would be particu-

larly useful in systems where there are many associa-

tions, and so clustering based merely upon the pres-

ence or absence of an association becomes relatively

arbitrary.

In order to exploit association weights, a search based

clustering algorithm such as the GGA [12] is required.

4
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The GGA clusters n-dimensional nodes according to

the internode distance in the n dimensional space.

The modularization problem is a special case of this,

where the nodes are components and the distance is

the weight of association. In the present paper this

`weight' has simply been 0 (indicating no association)

or 1 (indicating the presence of an association). Us-

ing the GGA and slice-based measurement of cohesion

and coupling, a more `impact sensitive' approach can

be pursued. The authors intend to explore this possi-

bility in future work.
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6 CONCLUSION

This paper makes a modest contribution to work on

the software modularization problem. Previous work

in this area has either not used search-based techniques

at all, or has largely been concerned with hill-climbing

and exhaustive searches.

We introduce a normalized representation for a soft-

ware modularization, which will reduce the size of the

search space and may improve results for genetic al-

gorithms which are known to perform poorly where

there is a many-to-one mapping from genotype to phe-

notype. We also suggest a new crossover operator

which is designed to promote the formation and re-

tention of building blocks. Initial work suggests that

this crossover technique may be better suited to ge-

netic approaches than standard crossover.
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Abstract

This paper argues that Evolutionary test-

ing can be improved by transforming pro-

grams with ags into ag free programs.

The approach is evaluated by comparing re-

sults from the application of the Daimler-

Chrysler Evolutionary Testing System to pro-

grams with ags and their transformed ag-

free counterparts. The results of this empir-

ical study are very encouraging. Programs

which could not be fully covered become fully

coverable and the number of generations re-

quired to achieve full coverage is greatly re-

duced.

1 INTRODUCTION

Evolutionary testing generates test data to cover cer-

tain structural program features, using evolutionary

algorithms to search the space of possible program

inputs. Evolutionary testing has been shown to be

an e�ective way of automatically generating test data

for white box (or structural) test adequacy criteria

[13, 21, 19, 15, 11]. The approach works well for well-

behaved programs, but for certain programming lan-

guage features the approach performs poorly.

One such problem arises with programs which use ag

variables. A ag variable is one whose value is ei-

ther true or false. Flags typically `ag' the presence

of some special condition if interest. The use of ag

variables with current approaches to �tness function

de�nition, yields a coarse �tness landscape with a sin-

gle super-�t plateau and a single super-un�t plateau

(corresponding to the two possible values of the ag

variable). This causes the search to degenerate to a

random search. Where the super-�t plateau is small,

such a random search fails to �nd suitable test data,

reducing the coverage achieved by the approach.

Embedded systems, such as engine controllers, typ-

ically make extensive use of ag variables to record

state information concerning the devices controlled.

Such systems can therefore be hard to test using evo-

lutionary testing approaches to automated test data

generation. This is a serious problem, since generat-

ing such test data by hand is prohibitively expensive,

yet the correct operation of such embedded systems is

clearly of paramount importance.

This paper presents a transformation-based approach,

which addresses the problem. The approach allows

certain forms of commonly arising ags to be trans-

formed out of the program, thereby dramatically im-

proving the results of evolutionary testing. The rest

of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 gives a

brief overview of evolutionary testing, while Section 3

explains the ag problem. Section 4 describes our so-

lution to the ag problem and Section 5 presents and

discusses the results of applying this solution to typical

ag-based programs.

2 APPLYING EVOLUTIONARY

ALGORITHMS TO SOFTWARE

TEST DATA GENERATION

Evolutionary testing designates the use of metaheuris-

tic search methods for test case generation. The input

domain of the test object forms the search space in

which one searches for test data that ful�ll the respec-

tive test goal. Due to the non-linearity of software

(if-statements, loops etc.) the conversion of test prob-

lems to optimisation tasks mostly results in complex,

discontinuous, and non-linear search spaces. Neigh-

bourhood search methods like hill climbing are not

suitable in such cases. Therefore, metaheuristic search

methods are employed, e.g. evolutionary algorithms,

simulated annealing or tabu search. In this work, evo-
1
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lutionary algorithms will be used to generate test data,

since their robustness and suitability for the solution

of di�erent test tasks has already been proven in pre-

ceding work [13, 21]. The only prerequisites for the

application of evolutionary tests are an executable test

object and its interface speci�cation. In addition, for

the automation of structural testing, the source code

of the test object must be available to enable its in-

strumentation.

In order to automate software tests with the aid of

evolutionary algorithms, the test goal must itself be

transformed into an optimisation task. For this, a

numeric representation of the test goal is necessary,

from which a suitable �tness function for evaluation of

the generated test data can be derived. Depending on

which test goal is pursued, di�erent �tness functions

emerge for test data evaluation. For structural testing

the �tness functions can be based on computation of

a distance for each individual that indicates how far it

is away from executing the program predicate in the

desired way [13, 21, 19].

For example, if a branching condition x==y needs to

be evaluated as true, then the �tness function may be

de�ned as j x�y j (provided that the �tness values are

minimised during the optimisation). Each individual

of the population represents a test datum with which

the test object is executed. For each test datum the

execution is monitored and the �tness value is deter-

mined for the corresponding individual.

The approach adopted in the work reported in the

present paper, used the DaimlerChrysler Evolutionary

Testing System. Multiple strategies and competitions

between these were used. All experiments used a pop-

ulation of 300 individuals split into 6 subpopulations

of 50 individuals. In order to combine the multiple

strategies, migration was introduced to permit an ex-

change of the best individuals between subpopulations

at regular intervals. The details of the implementation

of the evolutionary approach to software testing are de-

scribed elsewhere [13, 21, 19, 20]. In the present paper,

the focus is upon the way in which transformation can

be used to improve the behaviour of these established

techniques.

3 THE FLAG PROBLEM

A ag variable will be taken to mean any variable, the

type of which is boolean, but the transformations pre-

sented here may well extend to other variables which

are assigned one of a small number of possible scalar

values.

Generating test data using evolutionary testing [10,

20, 19, 15, 11] has been shown to be successful. How-

ever, evolutionary testing relies upon a �tness func-

tion which uses the predicate which controls a branch.

Where such a predicate is simply a reference to a

ag variable, the search has little information to guide

it, making the evolutionary technique perform poorly.

More precisely, using an evolutionary algorithm, the

presence of ag variables (and unordered enumeration

types in general) can create a coarse �tness landscape.

This reduces the e�ectiveness of the search. That is,

the �tness landscape consists of two plateaus, corre-

sponding to the two possible ag values. One of these

plateaus will be super-�t and the other super-un�t. A

search-based approach, such as evolutionary testing,

will not be able to locate the super-�t plateau any

better than a random search, because the �tness land-

scape provides no guide to direct the search from un�t

to �t regions of the landscape. Where the �t plateau

may be very small relative to the un�t plateau, this

makes the program hard to test. A similar problem

is observed with n{valued enumeration types, whose

�tness landscapes contains n discrete values, as n be-

comes larger the program becomes progressively more

testable, as the landscape becomes progressively more

smooth and therefore, more guidance is available.

Figure 1 illustrates the transformation approach to the

ag variable problem. The original program (in col-

umn (a)) is hard to test using currently de�ned �tness

functions for evolutionary testing. The �rst dotted

section indicates code which does not assign to n, the

second dotted section of code does not assign to flag.

Suppose n is an unsigned integer value. The value of n

required to cause the second conditional to follow the

true branch must be odd and less than four, namely

it must be either 1 or 3. Random testing is very un-

likely to `stumble' across these two values, so a more

intelligent search is required. This is where evolution-

ary testing could help. Unfortunately, the presence of

the ag variable inhibits the search, because the �tness

landscape is insuÆciently smooth to guide the search.

Therefore, it is diÆcult to cover both branches of the

�nal if statement.

4 A TRANSFORMATION-BASED

SOLUTION

A program transformation [5, 16, 17, 2] is a rule which

de�nes the way in which a program can be modi�ed. It

can be thought of as a function from program syntax to

program syntax. Some transformation rules have side

conditions. These are conditions which must be true

for the transformation to be correct. As a simple ex-
2
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flag = n<4;

... ... ... ...

if (n%2==0) flag = 0; flag=(n%2==0)?0:(n<4); n
0 = n; n

0 = n;

flag=(n0%2==0)?0:(n0<4); flag=(n0%2==0)?0:(n0<4);

... ... ... ...

if (a[i]!='0' && flag) if (a[i]!='0' && flag) if (a[i]!='0' && flag) if (a[i]!='0' &&

(n0%2==0)?0:(n0<4))

... ... ... ...

(a) Original (b) Single ag assignment (c) Independent Assignment (d) Flag removed

Figure 1: Flag Removal

ample, consider the simple transformation rule `reverse

if' which reverses the branches of an if-then-else

statement, and negates the predicate. This transfor-

mation produces an equivalent program while altering

the structure of the original. Such a transformation

will be denoted like this1:

if E then S1 else S2

)
if not(E) then S2 else S1

Many transformation rules are extremely simple. On

their own they achieve little of value. However, when

combined into sequences of transformations, or into

mini-programs, called transformation tactics, the com-

bined e�ect on the program under consideration can be

startling. A set of transformation tactics is typically

collected together into a transformation strategy; an

algorithm for manipulating the subject program into

a semantically equivalent, but more syntactically and

structurally amenable form.

Transformation has been applied to many problems

including automatic parallelization [12, 23] program

comprehension [3, 18, 9], reverse and re-engineering

[16] and eÆciency improvement [1]. In this paper

transformation will be used to remove the ag prob-

lem, by transforming predicates which contain ags

into ag-free predicates.

Our approach to the ag problem will be to trans-

form a ag-based program into an equivalent ag free

version. The transformations we use will preserve the

branches of the original program, so that test data will

achieve branch coverage for the original program if and

only if it does so for the transformed program. This

allows us to replace the (harder) problem of generating

test data for the ag-based program with the (easier)

problem of generating test data for the transformed,

ag-free version. Once we have generated the test data

1In general, this paper will adopt the convention that
A ) B denotes the fact that code fragment A can be
transformed to code fragment B.

(using the transformed program) we have no further

need of the transformed ag-free program, and it is

discarded. This application of program transforma-

tion di�ers from conventional transformation in this

regard: For us, transformation is a means to an end,

rather than an end in itself. The transformed program

is of use only to the evolutionary testing system and

is never presented to the human.

Consider, the program from Figure 1. The version in

column (d) is equivalent, but easier to test because

the use of the ag variable flag has been replaced

by an expression which denotes its value at the point

of use. Thus, this version of the program produces

a smoother �tness landscape at the second predicate,

thereby guiding the search toward the two �ttest val-

ues sought. Columns (b) and (c) show the intermedi-

ate transformation steps required to reach the result

in column (d). In column (b) assignments to the ag

variable have been collected together. In column (c) a

temporary variable, n0, is used to capture the current

value of the variable n. Finally, in column (d) the ex-

pression denoting the value of flag is substituted for

the single use which it reaches.

Unfortunately, space restrictions prevent a full treat-

ment of the ag removal algorithm. Figure 2 presents a

sketch of the algorithm. One transformation step that

we found particularly useful is that known as `program

slicing' [22, 14, 6, 8], and in particular its amorphous

formulation [7]. Slicing removes parts of the program

which cannot a�ect a particular variable of interest.

Slicing is useful in ag removal, because it allows us to

isolate the code that captures the computation on the

ag variable.

5 RESULTS

The DaimlerChrysler Evolutionary Testing system was

used to generate test data for ag-based programs and

these results were compared with those obtained from

running the testing system with identical parameters

on the transformed, ag-free versions of the programs.
3
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In this section we present three indicative experiments,

which illustrate various incarnations of the ag prob-

lem and the e�ect upon evolutionary test data gener-

ation of their removal. The �gures show the results

obtained on the left hand side against the relevant

fragments of the corresponding programs on the right-

hand side. The program fragments are shown to illus-

trate the particular avour of ag problem considered.

However, when using the system, the human need not

be aware either of the ag-free version of the program,

nor indeed of the evolutionary process itself. The user

simply submits a program (possibly with ags) and

obtains a set of optimised test data.

The results plot the coverage achieved (for six separate

executions of the evolutionary testing systems) against

the number of �tness evaluations. They are therefore

a measure of e�ectiveness against e�ort.

A test goal consists of attempting to optimise test data

to cover a particular branch. The coverage for each

trial therefore increases in steps, as each test goal is

satis�ed. In all examples we present, a test set which

achieves full branch coverage exists (there are no in-

feasible branches).

5.1 Triangle Classi�cation Program

The classify triangle program is widely used as a

benchmark in software testing. The program has three

variables (a, b and c), which represent the side lengths

of a �gure. The goal of the program is to determine

whether the three side lengths represent a triangle, and

if they do, to categorise the triangle type.

Input values are double values within range -1000 to

20000 with a precision of 0.00001. This gives a search

space of size of approximately 1027. We experimented

with two versions of the a `Validity check' program

and a `Special Value' program. These two variants of

the triangle program illustrate the range of diÆculty

introduced by ags from none (Validly Check) through

to severe (Special Value). The results for each variant

are shown in Figures 3 and 4.

In the `Validity Check' variant, the ag is assigned a

value which represents a set of validity checks on in-

puts. There are many sub-criteria (boolean terms),

many inputs which satisfy each sub-criteria and many

which fail to satisfy each. Therefore, the �tness land-

scape does not contain a small high �tness plateau.

Furthermore, each of the sub-criteria is also checked

later on in the program by a separate conditional and

so each sub-criteria also forms a separate test goal. In

this situation the presence of ags presents no diÆ-

culty.

By contrast the `Special Value' variant of the trian-

gle program represents the worst form of ag-based

program. The ag variable is set to true by only very

few inputs, creating a tiny plateau of high �tness. Fur-

thermore, the sub-conditions mentioned in the boolean

expression assigned to the ag variable are not tested

anywhere else in the program. In such a situation evo-

lutionary testing degenerates to random testing.

The results show that for the `Validity Check' version

of the program, the removal of ags makes practically

no di�erence, with all trials reaching maximum �tness,

and with all doing so with a similar spread of e�ort.

On the other hand, the `Special Value' variant shows

how bad the ag problem can be. After 40,000 �tness

evaluations, none of the trail runs has risen above a

coverage of .86 and after 120,000 evaluations none has

risen above 0.92. No trial reached the maximum pos-

sible �tness. However, for the ag free version, after

only 25,000 �tness evaluations, all of the trail runs has

reached a coverage of more than 0.86 and after only

80,000 evaluations all have reached maximum possible

coverage (1.0).

5.2 Calendar Program

The calendar program computes dates, but takes ac-

count of special days and date corrections which have

taken place throughout the centuries. These special

dates are denoted by ags in the program.

In 1751, the British Parliament passed

\An Act for Regulating the Commencement

of the Year, and for Correcting the Calendar

Now In Use."[4]

The act became known as the `Calendar Act'. One of

the aspects of this act was that the date of Septem-

ber the 2nd, the following year was to be immediately

followed by September the 14th. An decision which

caused much consternation and a demand for the re-

turn of the `stolen 11 days'. These stolen days form a

special case in the calendar program which is denoted

by a ag.

The calendar program is a typical ag-based program

which tests for an `unusual' condition and sets the

value of a ag according to this test. This is typical be-

cause ags often test for exceptional cases. That is, the

value assigned is far more likely to take one of the two

possible values than the other (because the condition

tested is `unusual'). In this case, the program contains

10 character variables, which take values within range

0 to 10. This gives a search space of approximately

1010, with a ag representing the 11 stolen days.
4
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The results of evolutionary test data generation for

the calendar program, together with the relevant frag-

ments of code are shown in Figure 5. The ag-free code

has been simpli�ed for readability. The actual trans-

formed program produced by the ag-removal algo-

rithm contains many temporary variables. Of course,

the fact that the transformed version has poor read-

ability is not an issue for this work (unlike most work

on transformation) because the transformed program

is not read by a human.

The results show that ag removal helps in this in-

stance, because all of the runs achieve the maximum

possible �tness using the ag-free version, while none

does so using the original program. It can also be seen

from the growth of coverage for each run, that using

the ag-free version we obtain higher coverage, faster

than using the ag-based version.

6 CONCLUSION

This paper has introduced a transformation-based ap-

proach which improves evolutionary testing in the

presence of ag variables. Flag variables inhibit the

successful application of evolutionary techniques to au-

tomated structural software test data generation. The

transformation based approach, removes the reliance

upon ag variables, thereby improving both the time

to produce test data and the coverage achieved.

Flag variables are very common in embedded sys-

tems. The correct behaviour of these systems is also

a paramount concern because they control real-world

devices, the failure of which can lead to severe con-

sequences. The results presented show that ag re-

moval works well, when applied to typical ag-based

programs.
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The essential aim of the algorithm, is to reduce a program with ags into one with a single assignment to the ag
variable, which can be substituted for the use, within a predicate under test. For example:-

flag = a==0; flag = a==0;

... /* no assignments to flag or a */ )

... /* no assignments to flag or a */

if(flag) . . . if(a==0) . . .

Where there is a single assignment, which cannot be substituted because of the presence of intervening assignments
to other variables needed by the de�nition of the ag variable, temporary variables are used to reduce the problem
to that previously considered. For example:-

Ta = a; Ta = a;

flag = a==0; flag = a==0; flag = a==0;

...
...

...
a=a+1; ) a=a+1; ) a=a+1;

...
...

...
if(flag) . . . if(flag) . . . if(Ta==0) . . .

Where there are multiple assignments, these are gathered together into a single assignment, which can then be
handled by the approach above. For example:-

x = y+1; x = y+1; x = y+1;

y = x*2; y = x*2; y = x*2;

flag = x>y; ) flag = x>y; ) flag=x>y || (y+x>y) ==0;

y = y + flag; flag=flag || (y + flag) ==0; x = y*x;

flag=flag || y ==0; x = y*x;

x = y*x;

Where the multiple assignments to the ag variable occur on di�erent branches in an acyclic control ow graph which
de�nes the ag variable, these are transformed into conditional assignments, which can then be treated using the
approach above.

Figure 2: Sketch of the Flag Removal Algorithm
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Figure 3: Results for the `Validity Check' Triangle program
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Figure 4: Results for the `Special Value Check' Triangle program
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/* date correction for september 1752 */

if(special days)

result = "Day did not exist.";

else

if (leapag && is september && day>13)

result = dayName((addMonths(month,year)+(--day)

+firstJanuary(year)+10)%7);

else

.

.

.
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/* date correction for september 1752 */

if(year = 1752 && month==9 && day >=3 && day <= 13)

result = "Day did not exist.";

else

if (year = 1752 && month==9 && day>13)

result = dayName((addMonths(month,year)+(--day)

+firstJanuary(year)+10)%7);

else
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.
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Figure 5: Results for the Leap Year Program
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������ 	������	��(���,
>	 ��	 ����	 �����	 ��	 �����	 ���	 �������	 �����	 �	 �����
�����	 �	 ��	 ����	 ��	 ��	 ��� ��	 ������	 ��(���,	 	 $���
�������	 ��	 �	 ��� ����	 ������	 ��(��	 ��	 ��	 �������	 ��
��3���	 �	 (�	 +��	 ��	 ��� 	 ��	 �����	 ���	 ������(��	 �������,
$��	(��	 �������	 ���� 	���	 ��	 ��������	 �����	��	 45<88
������� 	 ���	 884AA	 �����	 ���	 �������,	 	 $���	 ��	 �
����������	����������	)������	��	���	������	��	���)H�H*
���	 �������� *�	 �������	 ��	 ��1	 ���� 	 �	 �	 ����
��������	������	������	��	�� ��	�	���3	(���	������,

																																																										
��:KLOVW�ZH�DFWXDOO\�ZLVK�WR�PLQLPLVH�WKH�ILWQHVV�IXQFWLRQ�ZH�ZLOO�UHWDLQ
WKH�XVXDO�WHUPLQRORJ\�RI�KLOO�FOLPELQJ��SHDNV�DQG�VR�IRUWK�
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$�(��	"C	
������	�������	���	��� ��	������	��������

���� =7A8
.��� <"A@A
.� ��� <"8#"
.�� 45<88
.�1 "#4485

.0+� �*--��-*��*&#

-	��������	��� 	������	������	��	����	����(���,		>�	���
����	 �� �	 ��	 ��������	 ��� 	 ���	 ����'���	 ������
�����	 ����	 ����(���	 �����	 ����	 ����(	 ���	 �	 ����
��� ����	 ������ 	 ������	 ����	 )��	 ������	 ������	 ��*,
$��	 ��������	 ��	 ������	 �����	 (������	 ��	 �����
�����(������ 	 ��	 ������� 	 �� 	 ��	 ����	 ���	 ��	 (��
�����	 ��	 ��� 	 ��	 ��	 ��1	 (���	 �������,	 $��
�����(������ 	��	 ����� 	��	���	���	������	��	��	���
(�	�(���� 	����	�������	�	������	(�,		$���	 ��������	��
��	 �����(������ 	 �����	 ��	 ���	 ������	 ��	 ���	 =#
�����(����	 ��	 ���	 (�	 ������� 	 ���	 ����	 ���	 ��	 ��
����(,

$�(��	AC	
������	�������	���	""#	����	����(�

���� ""#
.��� =@87#
.� ��� 4"<7<
.�� A<<"5
.�1 5"7=<

$�(��	 A	 �����	 ��	 �������	 �������	 ���	 ��	 ��������
������	 ������� 	(�	 ��	 ""#	 ����	 ����(�,	 	?�	 ���	 ��	 ��
(��	������	��(��	���� 	(�	����	����(���	����	�	�����	��
A<<"5,	 	 $���	 ��	 �	 ����������	 ����������	 ����	 �����
�����	 ���	 �������	 ��	 ��� ��	 ���������	 )884AA�	 45<88*�
���	 ����	 $�(��	 =,	 	 -���	 �����	 ��	 ���	 ��	 ��	 ��
��1����	)����*	�����	��	�	���3	���� 	(�	����	����(���
���	5"7=<,	 	$���	 ��	 ����	 �������	�����	 ���	 ��	 (��	 ��
��	��� ��	������	 )45<88*,	 	 >�	����	���	(�	8	��	 ��	""#
����(�	 ��� ��� 	 ������	 (���	 ���	 ���	 =7A8	 ��� ��
���������,

2�����	 "	 �����	 ��	  ����(����	 ��	 ������	 ����	$�(��	 A,
/��	 ��	 (�'�� ��	 �����	 ��	 ��	 ����	 ����(���	 ������,
$����	 ���	 �	 ���(��	 ��	 ������������	 (���	 ��������	 ��
���	�������	������� 	����	��	����	 ����(����	��	������,
?���	 ��	  ��������	 (�����	 ���	 ��	 ��	 �������	 ��� 
��������	 �� 	 ��	 ����	 ������	 ���	 ��������� 	 �	 ���
���� 	��	��	(��	��������	��� 	�����	�������,

2�����	"C	�����(����	��	������	����	!���	����(���

2�����	 A	 �����	 �	 �����	 ���	 ��	 ���)H�H*	 ������	 ��
���(��	 ��	 �������	 ����� � 	 ��	 ��	 ������	 ��(��,	 	 -
�����	��� 	��	���(��	��	��	����	���� 	��	������	(�	�	��
��	 �����	 ����� 	 �������	 ��	 ���	 �������	 ����	 ���
�����,	 /�	 ��� 	 �������	 ���	 ���� 	 ��	 �������	 ����
���	"4	�������	)��	��	=#*,

2�����	 AC	 
����	 ���	 ��	 ��������	 ������	 ���(��	 ��
�������	��� 

.0,� )$�1 �'���2%�&(* -���-��(*$&

-�����	����	��	������	��	���	(�	��� 	��	���	�������	��
�	 ��&������	 ������	 ��������	 ��������,	 	 $����	 ���	 ��
����	 ����	 ��	 ��&������	 ��������	 ����������	 ������ 
��&������	 ��������	 )2

*	 �� 	 (��3��� 	 ��&������
��������	 )�

*,	 	 >�	2

�	 �������	 ���	 �  � 	 ���	 (�	 ���
������	����	���	����	������	��,		>�	�

�	�������	���
������ 	 ���	 (�	 ���	 ����	 �	 �������	 ������	 ��,	 	 ?�
��� 	��	2

	��������	 ��	�	��	�(��������	��	��	(��
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��������	����	����	����(���	����	���������	������'������
)���	2�����	A*�,

$��	2

	��������	��� 	���3�	��	�	(��� ��	�������	���	�
������	 �����	 ����	 ����(���	 (�	 ���	 ��	 ����
 ����������,	 $��	 ����	  ���������	 ��	 ��	 �	 ����	 ����
������	 ��	 �������	 ������ 	 �����	 ���	 �	 ��� ��
��������,	 	 
���� ���	 �������	 ���	 ����	 �  � 	 )�����
������ *,		$��	��������	����	(�	��� ���	��	(��	������
������	���	��� �����	�� 	�  ���	���	�	��	����	������
��,		-�	����	��	���	�� �	�	�  	������	������,		$���
��	 ���	(�	���������	��	��������	��	��� ������	�(���� 
�����	�	���(������	��	��	������	������	��	���	����	��
��	����	�������	��	���,		$��	(��	��	����	���(�������
(������	��	������	������	��,	$���	�������	��	������ �
�  ���	 ���	 ������	 �	 ����	 �����	 ����	 ����	 ��	 ��
���(�������	���� �	�	(���	�����	���	��	������	������
��,

$��	 2

	 �����	 ���	 #7A7A,	 	 $���	 ��	 ����	 �������	 �����
���	��	�����	����	��	(��	����	����(	)(�	����	���	"6*
�� 	 ���	 �����	 ���	 ������ 	 ���	 ����	 &���3��,	 	 $��	 2


�����	 ���	 �(���� 	 (�	 ���������	 +��	 A=#	 ������
���(�������,		-	������	����	����(	��&���� 	��	�������	��
588	 ����������	 �� 	 ����	 #	 ��	 ""#	 ����	 ����(�	 ��� ��� 
������	�&���	�	��	(���	���	��	2

	�����,		$���	�����
��	 ����	 ����(���	 ���� �	 ��	 ��������	 ��&����	 ����� 
"<777	����������	�	��� 	��	�&���	��	(���	�����,

3� )*(&����- &'�� ��

$��	 �����	 �����������	 (�����	 ��	 ����	 ��	 ��	 ������
��� �����	 �� 	 ��	 �����������	 ��	 ������	 ���������	 ���
(���	 ��� 	 (�	 ����	 ������������	 �,�,	 )������	 �� 
.�����(���	 "<<8B	 ������	 A777*,	 	 
����	 ��	 I��	 ����
�����J	 ������	 )?�����	 �� 	 .����� �	 "<<@*�
�����������	 �������	 ��	 ��	 ��	 �����(��	 �	 ���	 ��	 �
���������	������	��������	��	������	(���	 ���	������,
��������	 ���	 ����������	 ��	 �����	 �	 ����	 ��	 �
���������	 ������	 ��������	 ��	 (���	 ���	 ������	 ���	 �
������� 	 �����	��	 ������	���(���,	 	�����������	���	 ���
��������	 ����� �	 �����	 �	  �����	 �	 �����	 ��	 ������
���(���	 �� 	 �����	 �	 � �����	 ��	 �����	 ��	 ���(���	 �

��
�,

-	 ���	 ���� �	 � ��������	 �����	 ������	 ���������	 ���
(��	 ���	 �����	 �����	 ��	 ���(���	 ��	 �	 � �����
�������������	��	��	������	��� �����	��	�� 	�	���������
��������,	 	 ?��3	 ���	 (���	  ���	 ���� �	 ���	 ��	 �
���������	(����	)
�����	"<<8*,	 	$���	������	�����	 �
 �����(�	 ��	 ��� �����	 ���	 ���	���������	 ������	���(���
�� 	�	������	��	���	���	���	����	������ 	��	������
																																																										
��1RUPDOO\��%66�LV�UHFRPPHQGHG�UDWKHU�WKDQ�)66���7KLV�LV�EHFDXVH�%66
HYDOXDWHV�IHDWXUHV�WR�UHPRYH�LQ�WKH�SUHVHQFH�RI�DOO�WKH�RWKHU�IHDWXUHV�WKDW
PD\�EH�LQFOXGHG�LQ�WKH�ILQDO�VROXWLRQ���7KLV�DOORZV�LW�WR�WDNH�DGYDQWDJH�RI
DQ\�LQWHUDFWLRQ�EHWZHHQ�WKH�IHDWXUHV�ZKHQ�PDNLQJ�WKH�GHFLVLRQ�RQ�ZKLFK
IHDWXUH� WR� UHPRYH�� �+RZHYHU�� LW�KDV�EHHQ� VXJJHVWHG� WKDW�%66� µLV�PRUH
HDVLO\�FRQIXVHG�E\�ODUJH�QXPEHUV�RI�IHDWXUHV¶�DQG�WKDW�)66�µLV�SUHIHUUHG
ZKHQ�WKH�RSWLPDO�QXPEHU�RI�VHOHFWHG�IHDWXUHV�LV�VPDOO¶��VHH�IRU�H[DPSOH
�$KD� DQG� %DQNHUW� ������� � 6LQFH� WKLV� VHDUFK� KDV� D� ODUJH� QXPEHU� RI
IHDWXUHV�DQG�WKH�UHVXOWV�IURP�KLOO�FOLPELQJ�VXJJHVW�WKDW�WKH�EHWWHU�UHVXOWV
KDYH�D�VPDOO�QXPEHU�RI�IHDWXUHV�ZH�FKRVH�)66�

����	 ��	 ������	 ���������	 ��� ,	 	 !�������	 ����	 ���
�������	����������,		2����	�� 	�(��������	����	��	��	�����
��9�	 ��	 ��	 ��� �����,	 	 
���� �	 ����	 ��	 �	 ������������
���(���,		>	��	���������	�	���3	��	����	��	�	��� �����
��	 �����	 ��	 1	 �� 	 �	 ��'�� �����	 ��������	 ��	 ������
�����	�� 	��	�����	��	&�����	��	������	��	��	�������,
$���	��	���	����	�(��������	��	����	����(���	�� 	���3�,
2��	���	���(���	��	���	�������	=#	 ���������	����	��
�1����	 ����������	 �,�,	 (�����,	 	 �����&�����	 ������
�������������	���	���������(��,

$��	 ��� ��	 ������	 ���	 (�	 �����	 ��	 ��	 ��������	 ����
��	�����	��� �����,		$��	������	����	���	��������	���� 
��������	(�	��� 	�	��3�	����������	�(��	��	�� �������
���������	�����	 ��	�� �������	 ���������	 ��	 ��	 ��	 ��
������	�(���� 	����	��	�1�������	������	��	 ��	 ������
�����	)��	��	����	�������������	�����(��*,

$��	������	��	2�����	#	����	��	 ����(����	��	 I������J
��	 ��	 ������	 ��� �����	)(�	��	 ����	��������*,	 	D�����
������	��	�����1������	������	 ����(����	����� 	��	�
����	��	+��	����	<"777	���	�����1����	��1����	�� 
�������	������	��	"#4777	�� 	4@777,		$���	�����	����
� ��	��	������	�������	�������	�������	��	�����	����	��
�	 ��� 	 ������	 ��	 ��	 ��	 ���	 ������� 	 ��	 ��	 �1����
�������,		
�	��	����	����	� ��	��	��	����������	��	��
������	 ��� �����	 ��	 ���	 �	 ���������	 �������	 (�	 ��
����������	��	���	�� ��� ���	�����	���	�������� 	��	��
������	 ��� �����,	 	 $��	 ��� �����	 ���� 	 (�	 �������
������	��	�������� 	��	�	������	�����	���3,		$����	��	��
���	��	3������	��	�������	��	��	��� �����	����	����
������,

2�����	 #C	 �����(����	 ��	 ������	 ���	 ��� ����	 ������ 
������	���

$��	 ������	 ����	 ��	 ����	 ����(���	 ����	 ����	 ����� �
����������	 ����������	 ��	 ������	 ��� �����,	 	 !���
����(���	���������	 ���� 	��	������	����������	�(��
��	 �����	 ��	 ��	 ������	 ��� �����	 ���	 ����	 ��������,
$���	 �1����	 �����	 �����������	 ��	 ��	 �������	 ��	 ��
������	������	�,�,�	���	������	��	����	��	��3���	�	(�	�
(���	 ����	 ����	 �	 �	 ��� 	 ����,	 	 -	 ����	 ����(���
��������	 ���� 	 ��	 ���3	 ��	 �	 ������	 ��� �����,	 	 $��
������������	 (���	 ������	 ��� ��� 	 (�	 ��	 ����	 ����(���
)����	��	��� ��	��������*	������	��	����	��	�������
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��	 ��	 ��� �����	 ��	 ��	 �1����� 	 (�	 ����	 ����(���,	 	 $��
�����	 ��	 ��	 ����(�	 ����	 �������	 ���	 ����,	 	 $��	 ����
������� 	 ��	 ��� �����	 ��	 ������	 �� ��� ���	 ����(�
���� 	(�,		$��	�� ���	����(	�����	���	"4	����	�� 	��
��1����	����(	�����	���	#"	����,		�������	���	���
��	=#	����	��	��	��� � 	�	�������	��	�����	(��� �	��
��	���	�����	�� 	����	���	�������	�����'�����	��������
��	��	������	��� �����,

?��	 ����	 ���	 ��	 ����	 ����(���	 ������	 ���	 ��	 �(��	 ��
�������	 ��	 ��	 ������	 ��� �����K	 	 2������	 ����	 ���	 �
�����	 ���(��	 ��	  �����	 ���3�	 ��	 ��	 ��� �����	 )������
����'�� ��*,		$��	""#	����	����(�	���� 	<8	 �����	���3�
'	 ����	 "4	 ����(�	 ���� 	 �	 ����������	 ����� 	 ���3,
>�����������	���	��	��	���3�	��	����	����� 	����	���
����	����	���	��	��	��	������	���3�,		$���	�������	��
��	 (���	 ���3�	 ��	 ���	 ��� �����	 ����	 ������	 (�����	 ��
�������,

>�	��	���(���	 ��	����	 ����(���	 ������	 ���	 ��	 ��� ��
������	 ������	 �(��������	 ���	 (�	 �� �,	 	 $��	 (��	 ��
=7A8	��� ��	���������	���	(���	 ���	����	 ��	����	8
����	����(�,		$����	��	����	����	������	��	 ��� ���	�	��� 
�����	(�	��� ��	���������,		$���	�������	��	����	��	��
������	�����	 ����	����	 ��	 ��	��	 ��	������	 �,�,�	 ��	���3�
���	����	�����,

-�	����	 ��	 ��	 �����	 ��������	�����	 ��	 ��� �����	 ��
�� 	�� ��� ���	����	����(�	����	���� 	����	(�	 ������	�����
��������	 ��	 ��� �,	 	 $�	 ��	 �	 � �����	 ���	 ����	 ��� �
��&�����	 �	 ���	 ��	 �����������	 ��	 �������	 �� 	 �����	 ��
�����	 ��	 =#	  ����������	 (�����	 �����,	 -	 ����'
 ����������	 �������	 ).�
*	 ��������	 ���	 ��� 	 �
�������	���	������������,		.�
	��	��� 	�	��������	����
 ����������	  ��	 ���	 �����	  ����������	 �����	 �����
�������	 �	 �����	 ��	 �������	  �������	 (�����	 ��
 ��	�����,		?�	��� 	��	.�
	��������	����� � 	(�	��
�������	���3���	
0

	�	������	��	���������	��	������
��(���	��������� ���	�	����	���3	���	��'�� �����	��	A
 ����������	 �����,	 	 $����	 �����	 ����	 ���	 ���� 	 �� 
����	�����	��	������	 ���� 	(�	 �������	���(���,	/��
��	��	����	��	 ��	��	 ����������	�����	��	��	�����
 ���	�������,

2�����	=C	.�
	��	����	����(���	������

$��	 ������	 ���	 ��	 (��	 "77	 ����	 ����(�	 ���	 �����	 ��
2�����	=,		$����	��	�	�������	�� ����	���	��	(���	���3�
�	(�	��	��	�����	���	��	��	������	�� 	��	�����	���3�	�
(�	 ��	 ��	 �����	 ���	 ��	 ��	 ������,	 	.���	 ���(��	 ��	 ��
���	������	��	L�	�����������	��	A4	(��	����(�	)"7	(��
���3�*,	 	 $����	 �(���������	 ����	 ��	 ����	 ���	 ����
���(��	 ��� �	 �����	 ��	 ������	 �����,	 	 $���	 ���	 (�	 �
��� 	��	+��	��	�����	��	��	���3�	��	�	�������	�������	��
��	��� �����,		$�	���������	���	�����	�	����� 	��� ��
��������	���	 ���	 ��	���	��������� 	 �	 ��	 ������	��
��	������	"7	���3�,		2�����	4	�����	��	������	����	���
�������� 	��� ��	��������,

2�����	4C	�����(����	��	�������� 	��� ��	������

2���	 ��	 �����	  ����������	 ��	 ������	 �� ����	 (�����
��	 ��������� 	 �� 	 ��	 ���(��	 ��� ��	 ��������	 ����
�������	�	(�	�	�� ����	���	��	�������	�����	�	��������
���� �	 �	 ���������	 ������	 ��	 ��	 ������	 �����,	 	 $�
�������	 ��	 ��� �����	��������	�������	����	���	����
�����	 ���3�	 ��������	 ��	 ��� ������	 ��	 �������	 ��
��� �����	 �����	 ���� �	 �	 �������� 	 ������,	 	 $���	 ������
���	�	������	�������	�����	��	������	��	����	��	��	������
���3�,		>	 ����	��������	����	������	����	 ���	���3�����
)���	 $�(��	 #	 �����	 ��	 �����	 ������	 ���	 ��	 �1����	 ��
"=#777*,

$�(��	#C	
������	�������	���	�������� 	��� ��	������

���� 4#48
.��� 487<4
.� ��� 45@"=
.�� #"#4#
.�1 "=#8A=

>�	����	����	2

	���	(�	�����	��	��	�	������	������
�����	 ����'����(	 ���	 �	 ��1� 	 ������	 ����	 �� 	 ����
�����	�� �	 �(���	�����	����	 �������	���	 ����� � 	 ��	�
��(��	 ���	 �����	 ��(��&�����	 (�	 ������ ,	 	 $��	 (��
����	����(�	���	���	��	�	������	��	������	������	��(���	�� 
��	 2

	 ���	 ����	 �������	 ��	 ���	 ������	 ��	 ��	 ������
��� �����,		$��	�����	��	�	��� 	������	����	���	(�	����
��	 ��	 ����	 �����	 ��	 ��	 ���	 )4	 ����*	 �� 	 �����&���
����������	�����,

/HJHQG

; 7RS���

2 �����

� �����

� ������
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$�	 ����������	 ��	 3���	 ��	 ��� �����	 ��	 ����'�� ���
��	 ��	 ���3�	 ����	 ����	 ������	 �� 	 �����	 ������	 �� 
�������	 ������������	 ����	 ���	 ����	 ����	 �����'�����
��������	 ��	 ��� ���� 	 (�	 ��	 �����	 (�����	 ��	 �������
���	 ��	 (���	 ��������,	 	 $���	 ���	 �(��������	 ���
���1���� ,	?��	��	 �	��	3���	��	������	����	�1���
����	������	���3�	��	���3��	(�	���	�	����	�����	(����	��
�������,

4� '*��%��*$&

$���	�����	���	���3� 	�	��	�����������	��	�	���(��	��
������	 �����&���	 �	 �����	 �	 ����	 ���� 	 �������
�����������	���(���,	 	$��	���(���	���	 ��	����������
��	 ��	 ������	 ��	 ��� 	 (�	 �	 �'//	 �����	 �	 ��� ��
�������	���+��	�����,		$�(��	=	�����	�	�������	��	��
������	���	����	�����&���,		$��	�(��	�����	��������	��
��	 (��	 ������	 ��	 ���� 	 (�	 ����	���� 	 )������� 	 ��
��	 ���	 ��	 ��	 �(�����	 ���� ����*,	 	 >	 ����	 �����	 ��
��1����	�� 	����	������	���	�����&���	�����	�������
������	����	��� ��� ,		$�	����� �	��	�������	����	���	��
��������	 �����	 ��	 ��	 ��� �����	 ������	 ��� ��� �	 ��
���������	�������	��	��������	E	����	�(�����	�������
�����	 E	 ��	 ����	 ����� � �,	 	 2�������	 ��	 �	 �����	 ��
�� ������	�����������	��	����� �	 ��	���(��	��	 �������
������	���	����������	��&���� 	(�	����	�����&��,

$�(��	=C	
������	��	������

-�� ��� �� !��� 2


���������� " =7A8 @==## A=#
.��	���H�H 884AA 45<88 A<<"5 #7A7A
.�1	���H�H "#4485 5"7=<
.���	���H�H <"A@A =@87#
6	����� 47,8		6 #4,5	6 "4,#	6 "#,"	6

$��	 �������	 �� 	 &���3��	 �����&��	 ��	 �	 ���	 ���	 ��	 ��
��������	��	���	��&�����	�	������	���������,		!������	��
��������	������	�(���� 	���	����	����,		0�� �����	�� �
�����	���	�����	�� 	��	�������	�����	��	47,86,			$���	��
���� � 	 ��	 �	 (���	 ����	 ������	 �����	 ��	 ���	 ���	 ����
�����&���	���� 	��������	(������,

$��	 ������	 ����	 ��	 �	 ��� ��	 ������	 ��	 �������	 (���
���	������	�����	���	�������,		$��	(��	������	��	���� 
���	 ���	���� 	 ������ 	 ��	�	��� �����	�����	���	 ��
�������	 �����	 ��	 #4,56,	 	 ������	 ����	 ��	 ��� ��	 �����
���� 	 (����	 ���	 �����	  ���	 ������	 (�	����	 ���������
������	�����&���	���� 	���(�(��	(�	�������� ,

!���	 ����(���	 ���� 	 ��	 (��	 �������	 3����	 �	 ��	 )��
������� 	 (�	 ���H�H�*,	 	 $���	 �����	 ���	 �&�������	 �	 ��

																																																										
��:H�GLG�QRW�XVH�PHDQ�DEVROXWH�UHODWLYH�HUURU��VRPHWLPHV�UHIHUUHG�WR�DV
005(� LQ� WKH� VRIWZDUH� HQJLQHHULQJ� OLWHUDWXUH�� DV� RXU� ILWQHVV� IXQFWLRQ
VLQFH�LW�LV�DV\PPHWULF�DQG�KHWHURVFHGDVWLF�
�� )URP� WDEOH� �� LW� FDQ� EH� VHHQ� WKDW� DOWKRXJK� KLOO� FOLPELQJ� KDV� D� ORZHU
VXP_U_� WKDQ�)66�� LW� KDV� D�KLJKHU��� HUURU�� � 7KLV� UDQN� UHYHUVDO� LV� GXH� WR
GLIIHUHQW�DFFXUDF\�LQGLFDWRUV�PHDVXULQJ�GLIIHUHQW�DVSHFWV�RI�HUURU�

�������	�����	��	��� ������	��	�(��	"46,		!�������	����
����(���	 ��	 ����	 �������������	 ��������,	 	 $��	 �(��
�����	 ��	 �	 ���	 ��	 @==##	  �������	 ������	 ���	 ����
������� 	  �����	 ��	 ""#	 ����	 ����(�,	 	 $���	 ����	 ��
�������'���	 ����	 ����(���	 )��3�	 ��	 ��� ��	 ������*	 ���
��	 ��'(���	 �� 	 ����,	 	 >	 ���	 (�	 ���	 �� ��������	 (�	 ��
��3���	 �	 ����	 ����������	 ������	 ��	 �	 ���������	��	 ��
�1�������	������,

2����� 	 ��&������	 ��������	 ���� � 	 �	 �����	 ����
�����������	 �����	 ���	 ��	 (��	 ����	 ����(���	 �����	 ��
����	��	 ���� ����	�� 	�������	(���	 ��	 ����	��	 �������
�����	)"#,"6*,		$��	��+��	� ������	��	��	2

	�����&��
���	 ����	 A=#	 ����������	 ����	 ��&���� 	 �	 �����	 ���
�����

2��������	 ���	 �� �	 ��	 ������	 ���� 	 ��3�	 ��
���������	�������� �����	 �	������	 �����	 �	�������
�	 ������	 ��(��	 ���	 ����'(��� 	 ��� �����	 ��	 �������
 ���������	�����,

",� >�	 ��	 ������	 ��	 ��	 �����	 )M"4'A7	 �������*	 ���	 ��
�1�������	 ������,	 	 $���	 ����	 ������	 ��� 	 ��
������	������	��(��,

A,� >�	 ��	 ������	 ��	 ���	 ����	 ���	 A7	 �������	 ��
�1�������	 ������	 ����	 ��	 (�	 �������������
�����(��,	 	���� 	��	 ��	���3	������� 	 ��	 ���	�����
)��(��	 �	 ������	  ����*	 ��	 ������	 ���� 
�������� 	�����	2

	�����	 �	 ��	 ������������	����
��������	 ���	 �	 ����'����(��	 �� 	 ����	 ���	 ����
 ���������	��	��������,

>	��	����	�����	��	��	���������	�����	�����	��	����
����	���� 	  ��	�����	 ��	 ����	���	 (�	 ����	 �����	 ���
������	����������,		-����	���	���	���(���	��	���	����
���3���	��� 	�����������	 �����1�������,	 	$���	��	 ���
����	�	�������	��	��� 	������,		-��	N����	���� N	���+��
�����	 ��� �����	 ����	 (�	 �������(��	 �	 �������	 ��
�����������	 ��&���������	 ����	 �� 	 ��	 ���	 ���	 ��
�������	 ����'����	 ������	 ��	 ��������	 ���	 �������
��������,	 	 >�	 ��� ���	 ���	 ����� �����	 ��������	 ����
������1	 ���������	 �	 ��3��	 ���	 ���	 ��	 ���(���	 ���
����� 	 ����� ��	 ������	 �	 ���� 	 (�	 ���������	 ��	 ��
����	 ��	 ��	 ���������	 �����	 ����������	 ��	 ����
���������	(�	���� � ,

-�	 ����	 ��	 ��������	 �	 ��	 ��	 ������	 �����&���	 �	 �
���������	 �������	 �����������	 ���(����	 ��	 ����	 ����
����� 	 �	  �����(�	 ��	 ������	 ��� �����	 ��	 ��
���(���,		�����	��	��	������	��� �����	��	�������� 	��
=#	 (�����	  ����������	  �����(���	 ��	 ��� �����	 ��	 �
 �������	��3,		-	���(��	��	�����&���	����	������� 	�
����	  �����(�	 �� 	 ���������	 ��	 ��� �����,	 	 2������	 ��
�����	����	��	��� ��	������	����	�������� 	��	�������
����	��	������	��� �����	�� 	��� 	�	��� 	���	����	��
��	 ��� �����	 ���	 �	 �������	 ������,	 	 
���� ���	 ����
����(���	���	��� 	�	���3	���	��	��������	��	�������	��
��	 ��� �����	 �� 	 �	 �����	 ��	 ���(��	 �� 	 �����	 ��
���3�	 ��	 ��	 ��� �����,	 	 .���' ����������	 �������	 ���
��� 	��	�	�����	��	�����������	��	�������	�������	��	��
�������	 ���3�	 ���� 	 (�	 ����	 ����(���,	 	 $��	 ������	 ����
��	.�
	����� 	�	� �����	���(��	��� �	��	��	��� �����,
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�������� 	�1�������	��	��� ��	��������	���	����	(�	��� 
�	 ������	 ���������	 �����	 ��	 ������	 �����	 ��	 ������
��� �����,

$��	�����	��	��	�����������	��	��	������	��� �����	���
���	 ���(���	 ����� 	 �	 �	 (�	 ������	 ����'�� ��,	 	 $��
��� �����	 ������� 	 �����	 ���3�	 �� 	 ������	 �� 	 ����
���� �	 �	����'���3� 	 :������:	 ��	 ������� 	 ���	 ��	 ��
(���	������	���� ,

$�	 ������ ��	 ��	 ����	  �����(� 	 ��	 ����������	 ���	 ��
������	 �����&���	 ��	 �	 ����	 ���� 	 �������	 �����������
���(���,	 	 ��	 �����	 ��	 ��	 ������	 ���	 (���	 ������
��(����	 �������	���+��	 �����	 ��� �����	 �����	���	 (���
�� ��� 	����	47,8	6	�	"#,"	6,		?�	����	����	������� 
�����&���	 �	 ����	 ���������	 ������	 ��� ������	 �� 	 ��� 
���	 ��	 �	 ����	 �1�����,	 	 �����	 ��	 ����	 ��� 	 ��
��������	������	�����&���	�	�����������	���(����	��	��
�����������	 ��	 ������	 ���	 ��	 ������	 �����,	 	 -	 ��� 
������	 �����	 ������ 	 ��	 �	 �����	 �������	���	 (�	 (���
���	 �	 �������� 	 ������	 ���	 ��	 ������	 �����,	 	 $��
����������	 ���	 ��	 ������	 ������	 �����&���	 ����	 ��	 2


�� 	����	����(���	������	��	�����������	����� 	��	����
���� �	(�����	��������	�	����	������1	�����&���	�� 
��	 ��	 �	 �� �	 �����	 ����	 �����&���	 ����	 ������	 ������
����������	�(��	��	�����	��	��	������	��� �����,

 �5�������6����

$��	 ������	 ���	 �� �(� 	 �	 
$$2	 � 	 ���	 ��3���	 ��
2������	 ��	��	������(��,

����������

-���	 �,	 ?,	 �� 	 �,	 �,	 ���3��	 )"<<5*,	 -	 ����������
���������	 ��	 ��&������	 ������	 ��������
����������� �
��������� ������������� ���� ����������� ��
�,	 2�����	 �� 	 F,'!,	 ���9,	 /��	 O��3�	 
�������'
D�����,

������	�,	?,	)"<8=*,	N
������	�����������	���������,N
������
��������������������
���������
���	"7)"*C
='A",

��������	 �,	 F,	 �� 	 .,	 ������	 )A77"*,	 N���	 ������
�����������	�������	�������	�����	��������K	-
����������	 ���������,N	 ����
������� �� ������
�
����������	.,)"=*C	85#'8@#,

�������	 �,	 �� 	 !,	 .�����(���	 )"<<8*,	 $��	 ���&�����
���������	 ���(���C	-	 ���3	 �	 ��	 �����������	 ��
�����������	 �������� �
��������� � ��!����"� #���!
�
$��������%��!��
��������&������'()("8�A5#'A@#,

��(����	 F,	 �,	 ?,	 �� 	 D,	 F,	 ������ '
���	 )"<<@*,
N2�����	 ��(��	 ��������	 �����	 �	 ������� 
���������	  ��	 ������	 ��������,N	 *�� ��� �����������
����
��������������	9C	4@'8",

���� ��	F,	F,	)A77"*,	N;�	��	���(���	��	��	�������	���
�������,N	 ����
������� �� ������
�� ����������
.,)"*C	5"'@A,

2������	�,	�,�	�,	�,	?���	�� 	F,'.,	����������	 )"<<@*,
N-	 ����������	 ��	 �������	 �����	 ��������

�����&���	 �����	 �������	 �����	 ���	 ������
�����3��	 ����	 (��� 	 ���������	 �� 	 ����������
�� ���,N	*�������������������
�	,9C	A8"'A8<,

F�����	 -,	 �� 	 .,	 ?���(���	 )"<<=*,	 
�������
��������(���	 ��	 �	 (�������	 ���� 	 ���	 ���������
������	 ����������	 $��������	 ������	 ����,	 ��
����������	�	���3����,

%�����	�,	 )"<<8*,	��!
�������+���
� "�,���+�����-���
.��������,	���(�� ���	.��	.>$	0����,

%������	�,	�� 	�,	!,	F���	)"<<@*,	N?�������	���	������
��������	 ���	 �������	 ��������,N	 �
��������
������������	9:C	A@#'#A=,

%�3�	0,�	�,	-,	%��������	�� 	F,	%���3���3�	)"<<7*,	$��
.��.->�	 ��������	 �	 �������	 ���	 ��������,
��
�������������/���,
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Abstract

As modern software systems are large and com-
plex, appropriate abstractions of their structure
are needed to make them more understandable
and, thus, easier to maintain. Software clustering
tools are useful to support the creation of these
abstractions. In this paper we describe our search
algorithms for software clustering, and conduct a
case study to demonstrate how altering the clus-
tering parameters impacts the behavior and per-
formance of our algorithms.

1 Introduction & Background

Software supports many business, government, and social
institutions. As the processes of these institutions change,
so must the software that supports them. Changing soft-
ware systems that support complex processes can be quite
difficult, as these systems can be large (e.g., thousands or
even millions of lines of code) and dynamic.

There is a need to develop sound methods and tools to
help software engineers understand large and complex sys-
tems so that they can modify the functionality or repair the
known faults of these systems. Understanding how the soft-
ware is structured – at various levels of granularity – is one
of several kinds of understanding that is important to a soft-
ware engineer. As the software structure can itself be very
complex, the appropriate abstractions of a system’s struc-
ture must be determined. Techniques and tools can then be
designed and implemented to support the creation of these
abstractions.

Automatic design extraction methods have been proposed
to create abstract views – similar to “road maps” – of a sys-
tem’s structure. Such views help software engineers cope
with the complexity of software development and mainte-
nance. Design extraction starts by parsing the source code
to determine the components and relations of the software.

The parsed code is then analyzed to produce a variety of
views of the software structure, at varying levels of abstrac-
tion.

Detailed views of software structure are appropriate when
the software engineer has isolated the subsystems that are
relevant to his or her analysis. However, abstract (architec-
tural) views are more appropriate when the software engi-
neer is trying to understand the global structure of the soft-
ware. Software clustering is used to produce such abstract
views. These views feature module-level components and
relations contained within subsystems. The source code
level components and relations can be determined using
source code analysis tools. The subsystems, however, are
not found in the source code. Rather, they are inferred from
the source code components and relations either automat-
ically, using a clustering tool, or manually, when tools are
not available.

The problem of automatically creating abstract views of
software structure is very computationally expensive (NP-
hard) (Garey and Johnson, 1979), so a hope for find-
ing a general solution to the software clustering prob-
lem is unlikely. Nevertheless, several heuristic approaches
to solving this problem have been proposed. These ap-
proaches generally differ in the way that they create subsys-
tems. For example, some popular clustering techniques use
source code component similarity (Hutchens and Basili,
1985; Schwanke, 1991; Choi and Scacchi, 1999; Müller
et al., 1992), concept analysis (Lindig and Snelting, 1997;
Deursen and Kuipers, 1999), or implementation informa-
tion such as module, directory, and/or package names (An-
quetil et al., 1999) to derive the subsystems. Our clustering
approach differs from the others as it is based on heuris-
tic search techniques (Mancoridis et al., 1998; Doval et al.,
1999; Mancoridis et al., 1999; Mitchell et al., 2001).

In this paper we examine the latest features of the software
clustering techniques that are implemented in our cluster-
ing tool named Bunch. We will focus on the enhancements
that we have made to our hill-climbing clustering algo-
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Figure 1: Bunch’s Design Extraction Process

rithm since it was first published in the 1998 IWPC pro-
ceedings (Mancoridis et al., 1998). We also conduct a case
study to demonstrate how the various clustering parameters
supported by our latest hill-climbing algorithm impact the
clustering results when applied to several systems of vary-
ing size. Our goal is to help Bunch users understand the
parameters of our clustering algorithms.

2 Design Extraction using Bunch

The first step in our design extraction process (see Figure 1)
is to determine the resources and relations in the source
code and store the resultant information in a database.
Readily available source code analysis tools – supporting
a variety of programming languages – can be used for this
step (Chen, 1995; Korn et al., 1999). After the resources
and relations have been stored in a database, the database
is queried and a Module Dependency Graph (MDG) is cre-
ated. For now, consider the MDG to be a directed graph that
represents the software modules (e.g., classes, files, pack-
ages) as nodes, and the relations (e.g., function invocation,
variable usage, class inheritance) between modules as di-
rected edges. Once the MDG is created, Bunch’s clustering
algorithms can be used to create the partitioned MDG. The
clusters in the partitioned MDG represent subsystems that
contain one or more modules, relations, and possibly other
subsystems. The final result can be visualized and browsed
using a graph visualization tool such as dotty (North and
Koutsofios, 1994).

An example MDG for a small compiler developed at the
University of Toronto is illustrated in Figure 2. We show
a sample partition of this MDG, as created by Bunch, in
Figure 3. Notice how Bunch automatically created four
subsystems to represent the abstract structure of a com-
piler. Specifically, there are subsystems for code genera-
tion, scope management, type checking, and parsing.

The center of Figure 1 depicts additional services that
are supported by the Bunch clustering tool. These ser-
vices are discussed thoroughly in Bunch’s user and pro-

parser

scopeController

scanner

codeGenerator

typeChecker

declarations

dictIdxStack dictionary

dictStack

addrStack

typeStack

argCntStack

main

Figure 2: The MDG for a Small Compiler
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codeGeneratorscopeController typeChecker

addrStack

main

dictionary dictIdxStack

dictStack

typeStack argCntStack

Figure 3: The Partitioned MDG for a Small Compiler

grammer documentation, which can be accessed on the
Drexel University Software Engineering Research Group
web page (SERG, 2002).

3 Bunch’s Updated Clustering Algorithms

The goal of Bunch’s clustering algorithms is to partition
the Module Dependency Graph (MDG) so that the clusters
represent meaningful subsystems. We formally define the
MDG to be a graph MDG = (M,R), where M is the set
of named modules in the software system, and R ⊆ M×M
is a set of ordered pairs of the form 〈u, v〉 which represents
the source-level relationships that exist between module u
and module v. Also, the MDG can have weighted edges
to establish the “strength” of the relation between a pair
of modules. An example MDG consisting of 8 modules is
shown on the left side of Figure 4.

Once the MDG of a software system is determined, we
search for a “good” partition of the MDG. We accomplish
this task by using heuristic searches whose goal is to max-
imize the value of an objective function that is based on a
formal characterization of the trade-off between coupling
(i.e., connections between the components of two distinct
clusters) and cohesion (i.e., connections between the com-
ponents of the same cluster). We refer to our objective
function as the Modularization Quality (MQ) of a partition
of an MDG. This measurement represents the “quality” of
a system decomposition. MQ adheres to our fundamental
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Figure 4: Modularization Quality Example

assumption that well-designed software systems are orga-
nized into cohesive clusters that are loosely interconnected.
The MQ expression is designed to reward the creation of
highly cohesive clusters yet penalize excessive inter-cluster
coupling.

The MQ for an MDG partitioned into k clusters is calcu-
lated by summing the Cluster Factor (CF) for each clus-
ter of the partitioned MDG. The Cluster Factor, CFi, for
cluster i (1 ≤ i ≤ k) is defined as a normalized ratio be-
tween the total weight of the internal edges (edges within
the cluster) and half of the total weight of external edges
(edges that exit or enter the cluster). We split the weight of
the external edges in half in order to apply an equal penalty
to both clusters that are are connected by an external edge.
We refer to the internal edges of a cluster as intra-edges
(µi), and the edges between two distinct clusters i and j as
inter-edges (εi,j and εj,i respectively). If edge weights are
not provided by the MDG, we assume that each edge has
a weight of 1. Also, note that εi,j = 0 and εj,i = 0 when
i = j. Below, we define the MQ calculation:

MQ=

k∑
i=1

CFi CFi =




0 µi = 0

µi

µi+
1
2

k∑
j=1
j �=i

(εi,j+εj,i)

otherwise

Figure 4 illustrates an example MQ calculation for an MDG
consisting of 8 modules that are partitioned into 3 subsys-
tems. The value of MQ is approximately 1.924, which is
the result of summing the Cluster Factor for each of the
three subsystems. The larger the value of MQ, the better
the partition. For example, the CF for Subsystem 2 is 0.4
because there is 1 intra-edge, and 3 inter-edges. Apply-
ing these values to the expression for CF results in CF2 =
1/(1 + 3

2 ) = 2/5 = 0.4.

The MQ measurement described above is the most recent
objective function that we have integrated into the Bunch
tool. Our older objective function, which was described in
an earlier paper (Mitchell et al., 2001) worked well, but we
noticed after significant testing that the clusters produced
by Bunch tended to minimize the inter-edges that exited
the clusters, and not minimize the number of inter-edges
in general. Also, the above described MQ measurement
supports MDGs that contain edge weights, which is a fea-

ture that was not supported by our original MQ measure-
ment (Mancoridis et al., 1998).

3.1 Clustering Algorithms

One way to find the best partition of an MDG is to per-
form an exhaustive search through all of the valid parti-
tions, and select the one with the largest MQ value. How-
ever, this is often impossible because the number of ways
the MDG can be partitioned grows exponentially with re-
spect to the number of its nodes (modules) (Mancoridis et
al., 1998).1 Because discovering the optimal partition of
a MDG is only feasible for small software systems (e.g.,
fewer then 15 modules), we directed our attention, instead,
to using heuristic search algorithms that are capable of dis-
covering approximation results quickly. The approxima-
tion search strategies that we have investigated and imple-
mented in the Bunch (Mancoridis et al., 1999) clustering
tool, are based on hill-climbing (Mancoridis et al., 1998)
and genetic (Doval et al., 1999) algorithms.

3.1.1 Hill-Climbing Algorithm

Bunch’s hill-climbing clustering algorithms start by gen-
erating a random partition of the MDG. Modules from this
partition are then rearranged systematically in an attempt to
find an “improved” partition with a higher MQ. If a better
partition is found, the process iterates, using the improved
partition as the basis for finding even better partitions. This
hill-climbing approach eventually converges when no ad-
ditional partitions can be found with a higher MQ.

Neighboring Partitions

Our hill-climbing algorithms move modules between the
clusters of a partition in an attempt to improve MQ. This
task is accomplished by generating a set of neighboring
partitions (NP).

Original Partition Neighbor 1 Neighbor 2 Neighbor 3

M1

M2

M3

M1

M2

M3

M1

M2

M3

M1

M2

M3

Figure 5: Neighboring Partitions

We define a partition NP to be a neighbor of a partition P if
and only if NP is exactly the same as P except that a single
element of a cluster in partition P is in a different cluster

1It should also be noted that the general problem of graph par-
titioning (of which software clustering is a special case) is NP-
hard (Garey and Johnson, 1979).
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in partition NP. If partition P contains m nodes and k clus-
ters, the total number of neighbors is O(n · k). Figure 5
illustrates an example partition, and all of its neighboring
partitions.

3.1.2 Genetic Algorithm

Hill-climbing search algorithms suffer from the well-
known problem of “getting stuck” at local optimum points,
and therefore possibly missing the global optimum (best
solution). To address this concern we have investi-
gated other search algorithms such as Genetic Algorithms
(GA) (Goldberg, 1989; Mitchell, 1997), and applied these
algorithms to the software clustering problem. We have
found that the results produced by Bunch’s hill-climbing
algorithm are typically better than the Bunch GA (Doval et
al., 1999). Upon studying this outcome, we concluded that
further work on our encoding and crossover techniques are
necessary.

4 Hill-Climbing Algorithm Enhancements
The previous section of this paper describes the cluster-
ing algorithms that are supported by Bunch. The emphasis
since the Bunch project was started has been on our hill-
climbing clustering algorithms. The rest of this section de-
scribes various enhancements that we recently made to the
hill-climbing algorithm described in Section 3.1.1.

4.1 Adjustable Hill-Climbing Threshold

The hill-climbing algorithm described in Section 3.1.1
starts with a generated random partition of the MDG. It
then iterates using our neighboring partition strategy2 to
find an “improved” partition using the MQ objective func-
tion. During each iteration several options are available for
controlling the behavior of the hill-climbing algorithm:

1. The neighboring process uses the first partition that it
discovers with a larger MQ as the basis for the next
iteration.

2. The neighboring process examines all neighboring
partitions and selects the partition with the largest MQ
as the basis for the next iteration.

3. The neighboring process ensures that it examines a
minimum number of neighboring partitions during
each iteration. If multiple partitions with a larger MQ
are discovered within this set, then the partition with
the largest MQ is used as the basis for the next itera-
tion. If no partitions are discovered that have a larger
MQ, then the neighboring process continues and uses
the next partition that it discovers with a larger MQ as
the basis for the next iteration.

2The hill-climbing algorithm examines the set of neighboring
partitions in random order.

To address the last option from the above list, the latest
version of the hill-climbing algorithm uses a threshold η
(0% ≤ η ≤ 100%) to calculate the minimum number of
neighbors that must be considered during each iteration of
the hill-climbing process. A low value for η generally re-
sults in the algorithm taking more “small” steps prior to
converging, and a high value for η results in the algorithm
taking fewer “large” steps prior to converging.

Our experience has shown that examining many neighbors
during each iteration (i.e., using a large threshold such as
η ≥ 75%) increases the time the algorithm needs to con-
verge to a solution. One obvious question is if the increased
runtime increases the likelihood of finding a better solu-
tion than if the first discovered neighbor with a higher MQ
(η = 0%) is used as the basis for the next iteration of the
hill-climbing algorithm. Answering this question is one of
the goals of the case study that is described in Section 5.

4.2 Simulated Annealing

A well-known problem of hill-climbing algorithms is that
certain initial starting points may converge to poor solu-
tions (i.e., local optima). To address this problem, our hill-
climbing algorithm does not rely on a single random start-
ing point, but instead uses a collection of random starting
points.

Another way to overcome the above described problem is
to use Simulated Annealing (SA) (Kirkpatrick et al., 1983).
SA algorithms are based on modeling the cooling processes
of metals, and the way liquids freeze and crystalize. When
applied to optimization problems, SA enables the search al-
gorithm to accept, with some probability, a worse variation
as the new solution of the current iteration. As the compu-
tation proceeds, the probability diminishes. The slower the
cooling schedule, or rate of decrease, the more likely the al-
gorithm is to find an optimal or near-optimal solution. SA
techniques typically represent the cooling schedule with a
cooling function that reduces the probability of accepting a
worse variation as the optimization algorithm runs.

We defined a cooling function that establishes the probabil-
ity of accepting a worse, instead of a better partition during
each iteration of the hill-climbing algorithm. The idea is
that by accepting a worse neighbor, occasionally the algo-
rithm will “jump” to explore a new area in the search space.
Our cooling function is designed to respect the properties of
the SA cooling schedule, namely: (a) decrease the proba-
bility of accepting a worse move over time, and (b) increase
the probability of accepting a worse move if the rate of im-
provement is small. Below we present our cooling function
that is designed with respect to the above requirements.

P (A) =

{
0 �MQ ≥ 0

e
�MQ

T �MQ < 0
T (k + 1) = α · T (k)
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Figure 6: Case Study Results – MQ versus η Scatter Plot

Each time the cooling function is evaluated, T (k) is re-
duced. The initial value of T (i.e., T (0)) and the rate of
reduction constant α are established by the user. Further-
more, 
MQ must be negative, which means that the MQ
value has decreased. Once the probability of accepting a
partition of the MDG with a lower MQ is calculated, a uni-
form random number between 0 and 1 is chosen. If this
random number is less than the probability P (A), the par-
tition is accepted.

5 Case Study
In the previous section we described some recent enhance-
ments that were made to Bunch’s hill-climbing clustering
algorithms. These new features require the user to set con-

figuration parameters to guide the clustering process. In
this section we present a case study to investigate the im-
pact of altering these parameters on systems of various size.

Table 1 describes the 5 systems that we used in our case
study. We selected these systems because they vary in size
and complexity. Our basic test involved clustering each
system 1,050 times, consisting of 21 tests, with 50 runs in
each test. The first 50 clustering runs were executed with
the adjustable clustering threshold η set to 0%. The next set
of 20 tests (with 50 runs in each test) involved incrementing
η by 5% until η reached 100%.

We then repeated the above test for each of the systems de-
scribed in Table 1, this time using the simulated annealing
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Figure 7: Case Study Results – MQ Evaluations versus η Scatter Plot

feature. Each of these tests altered the parameters used to
initialize the cooling function that was described in Sec-
tion 4.2. For these tests we held the initialization value for
the starting temperature constant, T (0) = 100, and varied
the cooling rate as follows: α = {0.99, 0.9, 0.8}.

The following observations were made based on the data
collected in the case study:

• As expected, the clustering threshold η had a direct
and consistent impact on the clustering runtime, and
the number of MQ evaluations. As η increased so did
the overall runtime and the number of MQ evaluations.
This behavior is illustrated consistently in Figure 7.

• Figure 6 shows that although increasing η increased
the overall runtime and number of MQ evaluations,
altering η did not appear to have an observable im-
pact on the overall quality of the clustering results.
The data in Figure 6 also shows that our simulated
annealing implementation did not improve MQ. How-
ever, the simulated annealing algorithm did appear to
help reduce the total runtime needed to cluster each of
the systems in this case study.

Figure 7 shows the number of MQ evaluations per-
formed for each of the systems in the case study. Since
the overall runtime is directly related to the number of
MQ evaluations, it appears that the use of our SA cool-
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Figure 8: Case Study Results – Random Partition Scatter Plot

Table 1: Systems Examined in the Case Study

System System Description &
Name MDG Size
compiler The compiler shown in Figure 2.

MDG: modules = 13, relations = 32
ispell An open source spell checker.

MDG: modules = 24, relations = 103
rcs An open source version control system.

MDG: modules = 34, relations = 163
dot A graph drawing tool (Gansner et al., 1993).

MDG: modules = 42, relations = 256
swing The Java user interface class library.

MDG: modules = 413, relations = 1513

ing technique is a promising way to reduce the clus-
tering time. Table 2 compares the average number of
MQ evaluations executed in each SA test to the aver-
age number of MQ evaluations executed in the non-
SA test. For example using T (0) = 100 and α = .99
reduced the number of MQ evaluations needed to clus-
ter the swing class library by an average of 32%.

• Figure 6 indicates that the hill-climbing algorithm
converged to a consistent solution for the ispell, dot
and rcs systems.

• Figure 6 shows that the hill-climbing algorithm con-
verged to one of two families of related solutions for
the compiler and swing systems. For the compiler
system, 53.7% of the results were found in the range
0.6 ≤ MQ ≤ 1.0, and 46.3% of the results were found
in the range 1.3 ≤ MQ ≤ 1.5. For the swing system,
27.3% of the results were found in the range 1.5 ≤
MQ ≤ 2.5, and 72.7% of the results were found in the
range 3.75 ≤ MQ ≤ 6.3.

• Figure 6 shows two interesting results for the ispell
and rcs systems. For the ispell system, 34 out of 4,200
samples (0.8%) were found to have an MQ around 2.3,
while all of the others samples had an MQ value in
the range 0.8 ≤ MQ ≤ 1.2. For the rcs system, 3
out of 4,200 samples (0.07%) were found to have an
MQ around 2.2, while all of the other samples had MQ
values concentrated in the range of 1.0 ≤ MQ ≤ 1.25.

This outcome highlights that some rare partitions of
an MDG may be discovered if enough runs of our hill-
climbing algorithm are executed.

• Figure 8 illustrates 1,000 random partitions for each
system examined in this case study. The random par-
titions have low MQ values when compared to the
clustering results shown in Figure 6. This result pro-
vides some confidence that our clustering algorithms
produce better results than examining many random
partitions, and that the probability of finding a good
partition by means of random selection is small.

• As α increased, so did the number of simulated an-
nealing (non-improving) partitions that were incorpo-
rated into the clustering process. In Figure 9 we show
the number of SA partitions integrated into the cluster-
ing process for the swing class library. As expected,
the number of partitions decreased as α decreased. Al-
though we only show this result for swing, all of the
systems examined in this case study exhibited this ex-
pected behavior.

Table 2: Reduced Percentage of MQ Evaluations Asso-
ciated with using Simulated Annealing

Simulated Annealing Parameters
T (0) = 100 T (0) = 100 T (0) = 100

System α = .99 α = .90 α = .80

compiler 27% 26% 23%
ispell 22% 25% 21%
rcs 25% 27% 26%
dot 28% 29% 25%
swing 32% 15% 10%

6 Conclusions
This paper describes the latest enhancements that we made
to our hill-climbing clustering algorithm, and examined
several configuration parameters that impact the overall
runtime and quality of the clustering results. A case study
was also conducted to evaluate the impact of altering some
of our clustering parameters when the Bunch tool was used
to cluster several systems of varying sizes.
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Figure 9: Case Study Results – Simulated Annealing
Partitions used for Clustering swing

Our case study produced some interesting results, some of
which were surprising. We expected that altering the clus-
tering threshold η would either improve MQ or reduce vari-
ability in the clustering results, neither was found to be true.
Also, although our simulated annealing technique did not
impact MQ it did reduce the number of MQ evaluations,
and therefore the overall clustering runtime for the systems
that we examined. We also observed that our clustering al-
gorithm tended to converge to a single “neighborhood” of
related solutions for the ispell, rcs, and dot systems, and to
two “neighborhoods” of related solutions for the compiler
and swing systems. Finally, some rare solutions, with a
significantly higher MQ, were discovered for the ispell and
rcs systems.

As future work we intend to reevaluate our genetic algo-
rithm in order to make some of the improvements that were
suggested in this paper, and to investigate some alternative
SA cooling functions.
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Abstract

Evolvability can be defined as the capacity of a
population to evolve. We show that one advan-
tage of Automatically Defined Functions (ADFs)
in genetic programming is their ability to in-
crease the evolvability of a population over time.
We observe this evolution of evolvability in ex-
periments using genetic programming to solve a
symbolic regression problem that varies in a par-
tially unpredictable manner. When ADFs are part
of a tree’s architecture, then not only do aver-
age populations recover from periodic changes
in the fitness function, but that recovery rate it-
self increases over time, as the trees adopt modu-
lar software designs more suited to the changing
requirements of their environment.

1 EVOLUTION OF EVOLVABILITY

Evolutionary biologists have explored the sometimes con-
troversial notion that beyond merely producing organ-
isms adapted to their environments, the forces of evolu-
tion may operate to improve the adaptation process itself
(Dawkins 1989, for example). The idea is that over rel-
atively long time periods populations can become more
capable of adaptation in the face of future environmental
change, a process described as “the evolution of evolvabil-
ity.”

While it may appear only logical that a ‘more adaptable’
population would ultimately outcompete and displace some
other population that is less so, it seems a good deal less ob-
vious when imagining how that competition would actually
have to play out. If two individuals are equally fit in their
environment there will be no direct pressure favoring the
survival of one over the other, even if they vary drastically
in how well-suited their designs would be for evolutionary

adaptation to future changes. Even worse, if there is any
near-term fitness cost associated with being adaptable for
the future, we would expect such adaptability to dwindle
rather than proliferate.

1.1 EVOLVABILITY IN ARTIFICIAL LIFE

Artificial life researchers have developed models in which
the capacity of populations to adapt improves. Some
approaches have involved mechanisms such as encoding
the mutation rate inside of the genotype (Fogel, Fogel
& Atmar 1991), using ‘locking bits’ to turn on and off
the mutability of individual data bits (Turney 1999), and
allowing variable gene ordering to encourage modularity
(Pepper 2000). Although not providing experimental re-
sults, (Altenberg 1994) suggested that genetic program-
ming (GP) experiments can exhibit an increase in evolv-
ability through the proliferation of favorable blocks of
code.

On the other hand, given an unchanging fitness function
most typical genetic algorithms will converge to a small
number of genotypes. As that happens, the average fitness
of the population rises, but the ability of the population to
adapt further declines, because less and less of the overall
solution space remains easily reachable by applications of
the genetic operators. In such cases, shorter-term fitness
optimization is antagonistic to longer-term maintenance of
evolvability.

1.2 CODE FACTORING

In software engineering, code factoring refers to the pro-
cess of reorganizing the code within a program to improve
its ‘internal structure’ in some manner, generally without
changing what the program actually does (Fowler, Beck,
Brant, Opdyke & Roberts 1999). Code factoring is used,
for example, to merge duplicated pieces of code, and to
separate more volatile code elements from a more stable
code base. In this paper we explore a model that displays
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an increase in evolvability based on evolutionary code fac-
toring.

We applied genetic programming to a simple symbolic re-
gression task with a repeated term. Unlike typical GP ex-
periments, we periodically varied the value of this repeated
term over the course of a run, thus changing the GP popu-
lation’s environment. We report on three experiments com-
paring trees that contained an ADF (Koza 1994) with trees
that did not. We found that while both populations only
adapted in temporarily constant environments, the ADF
population also evolved forms capable of adapting more
quickly to a changed environment—the evolvability of the
ADF population evolved in a positive direction.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 BIOLOGY AND SOFTWARE

(Kirschner & Gerhart 1998) point out how some biologi-
cal mechanisms—such as versatile protein elements, weak
linkage, compartmentation, redundancy, and exploratory
behavior—can improve the evolvability of multicellular or-
ganisms. Such mechanisms can reduce the interdepen-
dence between components, allowing functionally inde-
pendent traits to vary without adversely affecting each
other.

At the same time, sometimes decreasing flexibility can be
advantageous. (Dawkins 1996) cites bilateral symmetry as
an example of a constraint that can improve evolvability.
If longer legs, say, would improve fitness, a developmen-
tal process structured so that both legs lengthened equally
as the result of a single mutation could have an advantage
over another ontogeny that required a separate mutation for
each leg to occur simultaneously. The former approach sac-
rifices the added flexibility of differing limb lengths, but
we imagine that would be generally detrimental anyway.
Evolvability is inherently about placing both flexibility and
constraint where they are likely to help more than hurt, and
involves betting on how the future is likely to be different
from the present. If there are patterns in the environmental
changes, evolvability may be able to gain traction.

Similar issues arise in software design (Altenberg 1994, for
example). The environment to which the software must
adapt includes the changing requirements of the software
users (Nehaniv 2000, Stiemerling & Cremers 2000). Such
changes are not completely random, and good software de-
sign tries to anticipate them.

For example, when designing code for a graphical user in-
terface that contains some clickable buttons, one possible
approach would be to write a completely separate module
for each button. This allows great flexibility in that ev-
erything about the appearance and behavior of one button

could be changed without any effect on the others, but es-
sentially no software designer would even consider such an
approach. Buttons in GUIs generally behave in largely sim-
ilar fashions, so the code responsible for each button can be
very similar as well. Software designers separate attributes
that distinguish the buttons—location, label, and action, for
example—and provide them as parameters modifying the
behavior of a single piece of code. The designer can then
maintain the common code for all buttons simultaneously.

Although both solutions—lots of nearly duplicated code
versus parameterized common code—could precisely sat-
isfy the immediate behavioral needs, one solution is likely
to be more evolvable than the other. Designers of durable
systems strive not only to satisfy current requirements, but
also to be adaptable along the dimensions in which they
believe the requirements will vary in the future. This, we
hypothesize, is a key part of the distinction between a pro-
gram which merely solves a problem and one which solves
it with good design: The latter is more evolvable.

In both biological and computational systems, the environ-
ment within which an organism or piece of software must
function is likely to be more constant along some dimen-
sions, and more variable along others. Systems with high
evolvability will be adaptable along the variable dimen-
sions of the environment without disrupting those design
elements that have adapted to the environment’s constant
dimensions.

2.2 MODULARITY IN GP

(Koza 1994) introduced a variant to genetic programming,
known as “Automatically Defined Functions” (ADFs), to
introduce modularity into genetic programming, which
previously had typically involved only a single block of
code per organism. With ADFs, each genotype contains
multiple blocks of code. One is designated the “Result
Producing Branch” (RPB), and is the code that calculates
the tree’s result. The RPB can make use of special non-
terminals that make calls to other blocks of code—the
ADFs—that are by convention identified ADF0, ADF1, : : : .
Each ADF contains a pre-set number of arguments, usually
defined by the experimenter, which it can access through
special argument terminal nodes, conventionally labelled
ARG0, ARG1, : : : . The function (x� 1)2 +(x� 1), for ex-
ample, could be represented by:

ADF0: (- X 1)

RPB: (+ (* ADF0 ADF0) ADF0)

In this example, ADF0 takes no arguments and computes
x�1; the RPB computes the final function by calling ADF0

several times. The combination of ADF0 and the RPB con-
stitutes a single genome.
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(Koza 1994) demonstrated that introducing ADFs pro-
duced a near-universal improvement both in computational
effort and in code size over equivalents without ADFs, pro-
vided the problem complexity exceeds a certain threshold.
In this paper we show that ADFs can also improve a GP
genome’s evolvability over time.

3 EXPERIMENTAL FRAMEWORK

To investigate evolvability, we need both a dynamic en-
vironment and some evolutionary organisms. Here we
present the models we used for each.

3.1 A DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT

The environmental task was to perform symbolic regres-
sion on the function

y = Asin(Ax) (1)

where A is a constant, and x ranges from �1 to 1. Al-
though A was held constant during fitness evaluations, it
was changed periodically on a longer time scale, caus-
ing the fitness function to vary along a single dimension,
while keeping all other dimensions constant. As software
designers—seeing that A appears twice in the objective
function and armed with the foreknowledge that A will vary
over evolutionary time—we can readily conclude that it
would be advantageous to factor out the computation of A
and reuse that code; the question was whether ‘blind evo-
lution’ would be able to see that as well.

Every generation, 200 x values were generated uniformly at
random from the interval [�1;1), and the corresponding y
values were obtained from Equation 1 using the current A.
A tree’s fitness was calculated by evaluating it on the 200
current x’s, and summing the absolute values of the differ-
ences between the correct y value and what the tree pro-
duced. For display purposes, we also computed the num-
ber of hits of a tree—the number of sample points where
the calculated result was within 0:1 of the correct y value.
Any tree scoring 200 hits was considered a correct tree,
regardless of how it accomplished that performance.

Each run consisted of 1000 generations, evenly divided into
epochs of L generations each. At the end of each epoch, a
new value for A was selected uniformly at random from the
range [0;6).1 Fitness of the best of generation was reported
at the start of each epoch (immediately after A had been se-
lected), and at the end of each epoch (after L generations of
evolution had elapsed). Figure 1 summarizes the procedure
used for the dynamic environment.

1Since �Asin(�Ax) � Asin(Ax), negative values of A would
not add any problem complexity.

1. Update A

2. Generate 200 random sample points

3. Calculate fitnesses at the start of the epoch

4. Loop for L generations:

4.1. Evolve for a generation

4.2. Regenerate 200 random sample points

5. Calculate fitnesses at the end of the epoch

6. Calculate evolvability

7. Go to step 1

Figure 1: Experimental framework for a dynamic environ-
ment. See text for details.

3.1.1 Evolvability Defined

Within that environment, we defined the evolvability of the
population at each epoch to be the following:

E =
Fe�Fs

L
(2)

where Fs was the population’s best fitness (measured in
hits) just after A was changed and Fe was the best fitness
at the end of L generations of evolution beyond that point.

3.2 EVOLUTIONARY ARCHITECTURES

We compared a ‘monolithic’ tree architecture containing no
ADFs with an ‘ADF’ tree architecture that provided a sin-
gle zero-argument ADF. In Experiment 1, below, the termi-
nal node ‘x’ was not allowed in the ADF, so the ADF could
only produce a constant value. In the monolithic configu-
ration, a single branch calculated the entire function.

We used lil-gp 1.1 (Punch & Goodman 1995), to run
the experiments. A summary of the details can be found in
Table 1. The percentage indicated for each operator gives
the probability it will be used to produce an offspring. The
‘Best’ operator simply reproduces the best genome from
the previous generation, then the second best, and so on for
as many times as it is called, providing a kind of probabilis-
tic elitism.

4 RESULTS

For each experimental configuration, we collected statistics
such as the fitness (measured in hits) at the beginning and
end of each epoch, the evolvability E , and the sizes of the
various branches in numbers of nodes. All values reported
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Population Size 1000
Generations 1000
Function y = Asin(Ax)
Fitness sum of absolute value of error

for 200 points
Fitness Reported number of hits (max 200)
Operators Crossover (80%), Mutation

(10%), Reproduction (5%), Best
(5%)

Crossover Branch Typing
Selection Generational, Tournament,

Tournament Size = 7
Non-terminals sin;cos; log;exp;+;�;�;=

Terminals Random constant in [�1;1].
RPB of ADF: x, ADF0.
Monolithic: x.

Architecture Monolithic vs. one 0-arg ADF
Update of A Uniform random from [0;6)
Epoch Length L = 5 generations (except in Sec-

tion 4.3)

Table 1: Details of Experiment 1

were measured from the best of generation, and averaged
over 100 runs.
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Figure 2: Average fitness values at the start (Fs) and end
(Fe) of each epoch when regressing to y = Asin(Ax). A is
selected at the start of each epoch uniformly from the range
[0;6).

4.1 ADFS AND EVOLVABILITY

The first experiment asked if ADFs can increase average
evolvability of a population compared to their absence. The
results can be seen in Figures 2 through 5. The x axis is
measured in epochs.

Figure 2 shows fitnesses, while Figure 3 presents the data
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expressed as evolvabilities. The gap between the start (Fs)
and end (Fe) fitnesses increases over time when ADFs are
part of the tree architecture, but shows little to no increase
when they are not; only when the trees contained ADFs
did the best of generation average evolvability increase sub-
stantially over time.

An unexpected result visible in Figure 2 is that Fs increased
over time when ADFs were part of the tree architecture.
This is somewhat surprising, since Fs is calculated immedi-
ately after a new random value had been chosen for A, and
before any evolution using that value has occurred. The
ADF populations not only improved their capacity to track
the changing environment, but as time went on, the popula-
tions became seeded with good solutions along the dimen-
sion of varying A.

Figure 4, showing the average tree sizes over time, suggests
that the environmental change also had the effect of curbing
any substantial tree size increases, so ‘code bloat’ (Blickle
& Thiele 1994) was not a problem. The average sizes of all
branches increased at most slowly, staying below 60 nodes.

A ‘poster child’ best-of-generation solution in the ADF
case, taken from the end of the last epoch of run 10, looks
like this:

RPB: (* ADF0 (sin (* ADF0 X))

ADF0: (+ -0.52751 (- 0.03383

(+ (sin -0.84486) -0.07376)))

This is an example of an ideally structured RPB. The calcu-
lation of the constant A has been moved to the ADF0 branch,
and the form of the RPB:

y = ADF0() � sin(ADF0() � x) (3)

matches that of Equation 1. The RPB contains six nodes
(two multiplications, two ADF calls, one sin() call and one
access to x), which is minimal for a correct general solu-
tion, given the set of terminals and non-terminals available.
36% of the runs ended with a solution of 200 hits and an
RPB of size 6 at the end of the last epoch. Figure 5 shows
that both the percent of correct solutions, and of correct
minimal solutions rises substantially over the course of the
ADF run, while staying fairly constant in the monolithic
case.

Not all minimal correct trees will represent an ideal so-
lution like Equation 3—it is possible to generate a non-
general correct solution of size 6. However, manual ex-
amination of the last generation of the ADF case indicates
that all but one of the runs was an ideal solution, or one of
the form

RPB: (/ (sin (/ X ADF0)) ADF0)

where the ADF calculates the reciprocal of A. The one ex-

ception had had the correct form at the end of the penulti-
mate epoch, but had succumbed to an A-specific approxi-
mation during the last epoch.

By way of contrast, we ran 100 runs using a static fitness
function, where the value for A never varied from 3 for the
entire run. In this case, only 2 runs provided solutions of
the ideal form at any point in the run.
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Figure 6: Average evolvabilities per epoch, regressing to
y = Asin(Bx), with A and B varying independently. Com-
pare to Figure 3.

We also performed a control experiment in which all con-
ditions were identical to Experiment 1 except that the func-
tion being optimized was y=Asin(Bx), where A and B var-
ied independently at random over precisely the same range.
In that case there is no code reuse and thus should be no
advantage to factoring the computation, and as Figure 6
shows, the ADF evolvability advantage completely disap-
peared in this case.

Experiment 1 strongly supports the idea that factoring the
repeated and varying portion of the environment into a sep-
arate function aided the long-term successful populations
by reducing the number of changes necessary to adapt to
a new value of A. Though trees arose in ADF populations
that did not perform such a factorization and still achieved
correct solutions, such non-factored trees were less evolv-
able than the ones that factored, and so they and their de-
scendents tended eventually to be out-competed.

4.2 EVOLVING CONSTANCY

Experiment 1 disallowed x in the body of the ADF, thus
constraining the ADF to only produce constant values.
Since that could bias solutions toward the ‘more intuitive’
factored representation, we also tested architectures with-
out that constancy constraint.

In Experiment 2 the terminal node x was included in the
ADF’s terminal set, so the only remaining difference be-
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Figure 7: Experiment 2: Average Fs and Fs values when x
is allowed in the ADF. The number of epochs is doubled
over Experiment 1.

tween the RPB and the ADF was that the RPB could call
the ADF but not vice-versa. The run length was doubled
to 400 epochs over 2000 generations. The parameters were
otherwise identical to Experiment 1.
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Figure 8: Average evolvabilities over time when x can be
used in the ADF. The number of epochs is doubled over the
first experiment.

The results can be seen in Figures 7 and 8. Increasing
evolvability was still observed, though less pronounced
than in Experiment 1. 22% of the runs produced ideal, min-
imal, correct solutions.

We wondered whether that increasing evolvability corre-
sponded to increasing constancy in the ADF, but determin-
ing an ADF’s constancy in a satisfying way is somewhat
problematic. Simply counting the number of x’s in the
ADF’s code fails because the x nodes may be contained in-
side of introns, non-functional blocks of code such as 0�x,
or x� x (Angeline 1994).

Another approach might be to measure the variance of
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Figure 9: The average number of occupied bins returned
by the evolved ADFs over time, given 200 random inputs.
Lower numbers (minimum 1) imply ‘more constancy’.

ADF(x) sampled over many values of x, but that tends to be
highly sensitive to occasional large-magnitude outliers that
skew the averages across runs. The procedure we eventu-
ally used is as follows: We called ADF(x) on 200 random
points in the range [�1;1) and quantized the return values
into bins of size 0.01, so that results were judged identical
if they rounded to the same nearest hundredth. We could
then simply count the number of distinct occupied bins as
a crude measure of ADF constancy. A completely constant
function would produce only one occupied bin.

Figure 9 shows that the average number of ADF occupied
bins declined significantly over time, suggesting that the
ADFs indeed tended towards constancy.

4.3 VARYING EPOCH LENGTHS

In general, there is every reason to expect evolvability ef-
fects to depend on the rate of change of the environment.
At one extreme, there is no advantage to maintaining a flex-
ible design for future change if no environmental change is
ever forthcoming; at the other extreme if there too much
change too frequently then no effective adaptation will be
possible at all.

In our model, the length of an epoch provides a natural
index of the rate of environmental change. In Experiment 3,
the epoch length L was varied over the values L = 1, 2, 5,
10, 20, 50, 100, and 200 generations, resulting in runs that
ranged from 5 to 1000 epochs. All other parameters were
the same as in Experiment 1. In particular, the ADF was
not allowed to use x.

The average over 100 runs of the last-epoch Fs and Fe val-
ues can be seen in Figure 10 as a function of L. The largest
Fs occurs at L = 2, while the maximum Fe occurs at L = 5.
At present we are unsure why the ADF Fe rises from L = 50
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Figure 10: Average starting (Fs) and ending (Fe) fitnesses
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Figure 11: Average evolvability E for the last epoch, for
various epoch lengths.

to L = 100. One possibility is that L = 5 is close to the opti-
mal value when evolvable architectures are the norm, while
L = 100 is close to optimal when evolvability is not an is-
sue.

As epoch lengths increase, the monolithic Fe increases
and Fs declines slowly, in line with expectations that the
longer intra-epoch periods allow more evolution but then
the inter-epoch changes are more disruptive. In both ADF
and monolithic cases, the evolvability peaks at L = 2 (Fig-
ure 11), suggesting that diminishing returns set in rapidly
when measured on a gain-per-generation basis.

Figure 12 shows the number of correct solutions for ADF
and monolithic cases, as well as the correct and minimal
solutions for the ADF case. The latter value is largest at
L = 5, and is unaffected by the L = 100 resurgence that
occurs for Fe and correct solutions, suggesting the L = 100
rise may not be due to improved evolvability.

As the epoch lengths increase, the tree sizes in the mono-
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Figure 12: Fraction of ADF and monolithic runs that
achieve correct (hits = 200) solutions at the end of the last
epoch. Also plotted is the percent of ADF runs that are
correct and have RPBs with a size of 6.
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lithic case increase steadily, but in the ADF case, the RPB
average size reaches a minimum at L = 20 (Figure 13). The
corresponding ADF size seems to vary inversely to that of
the RPB; reasons for that effect are presently obscure.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented a model, based on genetic
programming, which demonstrates the evolution of evolv-
ability when solving a symbolic regression task with a pe-
riodically changing fitness function. The successful solu-
tions improved their evolvability by adopting forms that
segregated the reused and variable portion of the fitness
function (the A parameter), from the unitary and constant
portion (y= �sin(�x)). Many intriguing questions are open
at this point, from detailed issues of the relative effects of
redundancy and variability, to more fundamental goals such
as the evolutionary emergence of other software engineer-
ing principles, and the scaling up of this research to real
world problems.

Well-factored code is not strictly required to make a pro-
gram operate correctly, and bold young programmers often
use precisely that argument to resist such basic principles
of ‘code hygiene’. We have demonstrated how effective
code factorings can emerge from an evolutionary process
under a variety of appropriate conditions, even though the
fitness function guiding the evolution is—like the novice
programmer—focused entirely on the external program be-
havior, and not at all on its internal structure.

Thus, we establish an experimental link between the evolu-
tion of evolvability experiments previously published, and
the body of knowledge that forms conventional wisdom
about good software design. Though the gap between these
two fields is still large, this paper represents a step towards
bridging that gap.
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